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ABSTRACT
A technical basis for making decisions relative to assessing and
improving the status monitoring systems for engineered safety features (ESF)
has been developed.

The fundamental

assumption guiding this investigation is

-that the effectiveness of how a particular component or system's status is
monitored should be commensurate with its safety significance.

A methodology

is proposed whereby the relative importance of safety systems and components
is determined using probabilistic risk assessment techniques.

This approach

was applied to determine the importance of ESF systems and components for the
plants evaluated by the Reactor Safety Study. A comparison of these results
to the actual status monitoring techniques used in the specific plants was performed to evaluate the usefulness and practical limitations of the technical
approach.

Although the intent was not to evaluate the adequacy of existing

ESF status monitoring schemes,

some observations resulting from the plant

specific assessments are provided to illustrate the type of conclusions and
information which the risk based approach can produce.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS
BIT

Boron Injection Tank (PWR)

BWR

Boiling Water Reactor

CR

Control Room

CSD

Cold Shutdown (Figure 4.11)

CST

Condensate Storage Tank

CVCS

Chemical and Volume Control System (PWR)

DG

Diesel Generator (Figure 4.19)

ECCS

Emergency Core Cooling System

EEG

Emergency Electrical Generator (Diesels,

ESF

Engineered Safety Feature

HCV

Hydraulic Control Valve

HSD

Hot Shutdown (Figure 4.11)

HX

Heat Exchanger

LC

Locked-Closed

LCO

Limiting Conditions for Operation

LHSI

Low Head Safety Injection

LO

Locked-Open

LOCA

Loss of Coolant Accident

MOV

Motor Operated Valve

NC

Normally Closed

NO

Normally Open

OC

Outside Containment (See Table 4.3)

OSRS

Outside Spray Recirculation System (Containment Spray
Recirculation System trains with pumps outside containment,

PTL

Pull to Lock
V

Figure 4.10)

PWR)

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS

NOTE:

PWR

Pressurized Water Reactor

RHR

Residual Heat Removal

RWST

Refueling Water Storage Tank (PWR)

SI

Safety Injection

SOV

Solenoid Operated Valve

TMI

Three Mile Island

(Continued)

(System)

Abbreviations for the ESF Systems are given in Tables 4.2 (page 17) and
4.6 (page 53) for the PWR and BWR,
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respectively.

1.0

BACKGROUND
Recent events have reemphasized the importance

design

and

prevent,
manner

operation

diagnose,
in

which

designed

to

which

affect

the

operator's

and respond to off-normal
the

status

respond

to

of

the

potential

ability

events.

systems
accident

of those

aspects of

to

efficiently

One such aspect is

and/or

components

conditions

is

the

specifically

monitored.

The

primary ingredients of this facet of design and operation entail the selection
of the specific
specific

components or subsystems

monitoring

operator.

mechanism

Some examples

are equipment

tags,

by

which

which

their

of status monitoring

oral

should

be monitored

status

is

techniques

and written communications,

liqhts, and alarms in the control

room.

made

and the

known

to

the

currently employed
position

indicator

The integration of these ingredients

define what is referred to in this investigation as a monitoring "scheme".
The
publicized
bypassed
in

incident

confirmation

extended

of the

Feedwater

Mile

Island

safety

(TMI)

was

certainly

significance of components

inoperable.

System were

TMI

1

accident.

WASH-1400( )

left

and

out the significance to public

the

most

which

are

The fact that multiple valves
in the closed

period following maintenance actions contributed

the

pointed

Three

or deliberately rendered

the Auxi-liary

of

at

subsequent

position for

an

to the progression

risk

assessments

safety of "valved-out"

have

components

or

systems and the importance of alerting the operator to these conditions.
The current
the manner
forth

to

in which the status of bypassed,

components is
sets

regulatory approach

monitored is

relatively

embodied

assessing the acceptability
or inoperable,

by which the safety

bypass or inoperable condition should be assessed.
automatic

indication

these criteria.

of

those

For example,

safety systems or

in Regulatory Guide 1.47.(2)

broad criteria

bypasses

or

This guide

significance of a

The guide then calls for

inoperable

conditions

the guide calls for automatic

1

of

which

meet

indication

of a

bypass or inoperable condition "that is important to the safety of the public"
and that can "reasonably be expected to occur more frequently than once per
year.
In recent years,
procedures

regulatory
nuclear

has

interest

increased

in

arisen

alternative
elements of

to ascertain 'the acceptability of various

plant desiqn and operation.

resulted

This has

in

(at least,

part)

from the perception that present procedures do not adequately focus on what is
truly

in

important

use of

inefficfent

resources where

safety

unwarranted

in an

result

This could

design and. operation.

reactor

paid to

is

attention

insignificant problems while major problems are not addressed.
As a result of the extensive

risk approach "can

concluded that a probabilistic
the

safety

relative

features"."

3

)

significance

of

reactor

the Action

Accordingly,

investigations,

post-TMI

the NRC has

provide great insight into
plant

Plan. which

and

systems

design

from these

resulted

investigations calls for the application of these techniques to safety system
status monitoring .(Task I.D.

5 of NUREG-0660).

Such a study would supplement

activities by the regulatory staff to develop and implement positions related
to status monitoring.
The development of a more thorough,
decisions

relative

to

improved

status

systematic

monitoring

of

technical
safety

basis for

systems

than

presently exists could provide a significant contribution to the enhancement
of public. safety.

It

is

the primary purpose of this analysis to ascertain

whether a probabilistic risk based approach can supply this technical basis by
providing
components.

valuable .insights
A more detailed

into the

relative

importance

discussion of -the objectives

fol lows.

2

of individual

of this analysis

2.0

OBJECTIVES

The general

objective of the work reported

here was to develop a

technical basis for decisions relative to improvements in the monitoring of
safety systems and components which could ultimately lead to an enhanced level
of safety
approaches.

over

that

which

can

be

One of the' fundamental

(and

has

been)

achieved

assumptions of this analysis

by

previous

is

that the

technical basis referred to above should explicitly address the relative
importance of individual systems, subsystems, and components.
It is
impractical, unnecessary, and often counterproductive to demand an equal level
of monitoring

for every component.

Regulatory Guide

1.47 recognizes

this

point and proceeds to define a basis for a "practical indicating system
covering a wide range of commonly expected conditions."
The guidelines call
for automatic

indication of the status of components which are "important to

the safety of the public" and can "reasonably be expected [to be in an
inoperable condition] more frequently than once per year." It was the
objective of this analysis to develop a technical basis which would involve a
more systematic and detailed evaluation of component or subsystem importance
than the relatively broad criteria cited in Regulatory Guide 1.47.
In this regard,
valuable

technique

to

probabilistic risk assessment has been proposed as a

model

the

relationship

of

individual

components

to

overall

plant safety and thereby provide a logical method for assessing and
comparing the relative importance of any one element of the plant.
In fact,
the Lewis Committee, in their review of WASH-1400, stated:
"The information
provided by probabilistic risk assessment about the relative importance of
different

accident

sequences

should

3

be,

to a much greater

extent

than is

currently the

case,

incorporated

enforcement priorities..,
important

to

analysis

was

reactor
to

into

the

determination

the methodology is

ascertain

whether

requlatory

the

the -use of

second

probabilistic

risk

by allowing a systematic assessment of component importance,

useful

input to the development of effective monitoring schemes.
in

most

analyses

which

attempt

methodology to solve a specific problem,
an

actual

value.

operating

situation

Accordingly,

it

is

to

of this

objective

could,

As

and

the best quide we have to what is

Therefore,

safety.'

of

define

an

analysis
provide a

appropriate

necessary to test the method in

to assess both its

theoretical

and

practical

the third objective of this analysis was to compare the

probabilistic risk based importance ranking of safety system components to the
actual monitoring techniques employed in an operating
is

plant.

In this way,

it

possible to ascertain whether the effectiveness of the monitoring technique

which

has

regulatory

resulted

from

procedures

monitored components.

the

application

is

commensurate

It

is

of

with

existing
the

design

safety

practices

significance

and

of the

then possible both to assess the practical value

of a risk based approach and to identify areas where the existing monitoring
scheme could be improved.
basis

for

encompasses
component

improvements
the

more

importance

Thus,

in the
specific
and

the general objective of developing a sound
monitoring
objective

ascertaining

of safety
of

defining

the

value

assessment as an effective tool in this process.

4

systems

of

a

and

useful

components
measure

probabilistic

of

risk

3.0

TECHNICAL APPROACH
the specific

The series of steps that were performed to accomplish
thereby the general objective)

objectives (and
can

stated in the previous section
process in

be logically summarized as a two step investigative

hypothesis

stated

is

and

an experiment

is

designed

which

a

and carried out to test

that hypothesis.
3.1

Definition of Effective Monitoring Scheme
The primary function of an effective monitoring scheme (in which the
components to be monitored and a, specific monitoring mechanism for

individual
each

are

optimum

is

identified)

to ensure that

amount of information

systems when it

is

needed.

an equally effective

available concerning the
Since this optimum is

indication of all

possible

crew has

the

status of the safety

not achieved by providing
inoperab-le

or bypassed

the ability to match the appropriate monitoring technique to the

conditions,
individual

the reactor operating

component importance becomes the fundamental

judging the effectiveness of a specific monitoring
effectiveness

requirement.

scheme,

Thus,

in

or in judging the

of a particular method of developing.such a monitoring scheme,

the true test is the relative validity of the following hypothesis:
The ability of the operating crew to efficiently determine the
status of a safety related system or component is commensurate
with the safety significance of that system or component.
3.2

Evaluation of Existing Monitoring Schemes
In

order

to

achieve

the

objectives

stated

in

Section

2.0,

an

experiment was designed and carried out to test the above hypothesis utilizing
the existing monitoring schemes of two operating plants (one BWR and one PWR)
and a measure of safety significance based on probabilistic risk evaluations
of these plants.

5

By. comparing the relative risk significance
components

to

status

made known

oral

is

the

to the operator

or written communication,

correspondence

of the specific

effectiveness

etc.)

it

(e.g.,
is

of the

individual

mechanism

by which

equipment

tags,

their

alarms,

possible to determine whether a

exists between the safety significance of the components

and

the manner

in which .their status is made known to the operator (i.e.,

the

hypothesis

can -be

tested).

In

addition,

for those

instances

where

this

correspondence does not exist, it can be determined whether there are
legitimate considerations concerning actual plant operation which justify a
monitoring scheme different from that which is suggested by a probabilistic
risk ranking.
This provides a basis to judge the ability of a probabilistic
risk assessment to effectively incorporate the important and diverse aspects
of actual

plant operation,

and thus provide a useful

input to design and/or

operational decisions concerning status monitoring.
Thus,

the

experiment

is

objectives of identifying potential

designed

to

meet

both

the

specific

improvements in existing plant monitoring

schemes and assessing the value of a probabilistic risk approach to accomplish
this.

By achieving these specific objectives,

the more general objective of

improving the technical basis for decisions related to safety system
monitoring can'be accomplished.
In the following subsections, the details of
this experiment and the manner in which it was carried out are presented.
3.2.1

Risk Ranking
The first step in the experiment was to develop a relative ranking

of the safety significance of the individual components comprising the systems
designed to respond to potential accident conditions. There are numerous ways
in which the- "importance', of an individual component
Pertinent questions which relate to this assessment include:

can be judged.

*e

How often is the component called upon?

*

How reliable is the system with this component out of service?

;6

All

9

Are there additional systems which can act as backup?

•

What is the reliahililty of these backup systems?

*

What are consequences of system failure?

of

these questions

accident

sequences

are

suggest

that

delineated

function of the individual

a

and

probabilistic
the overall

risk

risk

model

is

(in

which

expressed

as

a

component availabilities) would provide a logical

basis for assessing component importance.
ýQualitatively,
degree
that

to which
component

the importance of a component can be expressed as the

the likelihood
not

be

of a serious consequence

available

to

perform

its

is

increased

should

designed

function.

.

This

qualitative definition appears reasonable since the fundamental

purpose of the

safety

consequences.

systems

is

Quantitatively,
importance

as

to minimize

the

the

the

likelihood

probabilistic

incremental

risk model

change

in

risk

of serious

can be utilized
given

that

the

to define

component

is

unavailable.
The WASH-1400 risk assessments were selected as the base line models
for

each

because:
(2)

plant

considered

in

these evaluations.

These models

were chosen

(1) they represent the best available risk analyses of the plants,

while

certain

deficiencies

in

these

models

have

been

identified,

the

nature of these deficiencies does not seriously inhibit a relevant ranking of
risk contributors,

(3)

the available resources could be more directly focused

on achievinq the objectives of the analysis if
and (4)

available models were utilized,

the results of the analysis could be presented in a framework familiar

to the industry to enhance peer review.
The initial step in utilizing the WASH-1400 models was the selection
of the appropriate measure of risk.
them are plant or site specific
function

of

the

safety

While many such measures exist, many

and

systems

entail
(e.g.,

7

considerations
population

unrelated

of

to the

distributions

and

The primary design objective of the safety systems

meteorlogical conditions).
is

to prevent or at least significantly reduce the probability of events which

could

radioactivity

release

the

is

the

operator's
damage.

to prevent core

This measure allows the calculation of the importance of each

of core melt.

to be based upon the primary goal
As discussed

this analysis.

of both plant..design and., operator

provides a measure consistent

and therefore

response

addition,

one appropriate measure of risk can be taken to be the frequency

Accordingly,
.component

In

core.

to an upset condition

response

in

goal

primary

from

with the objectives of
the

Summary and Conclusions,

in the Section 5,

choice of the particular measure of risk does have some impact on the ranking
of

component

While core melt

importance.

probability

the

represents

best

choice of all measures for the purposes of this: analysis for the reasons
stated above, thi's choice does have-the effect of reducing the importance of
to mitigate the effects of core melt rather than

systems primarily designed
prevent core melt (e.g.

containment ESF's).

For each plant,
the accident

sequences

these sequences.
in WASII-1400

was

the overall risk model was represented by a list of

along with the fault

in the baseline model.

However,

every

sequence

which contributed at least 1% to total core melt frequency was included.
addition,

careful

checks

in

not every possible sequence for every ,event tree

Of course,
included

trees associated with events

In

were made to ensure that no sequence was excluded

which could contribute significantly to a revised core melt probability if one
Thus, it could be
of the subsystems involved were rendered inoperable.
demonstrated that utilizing a less than "complete"

list of sequences would not

result in overlooking key pieces of equipment whose outage would significantly
The resultant sequences are listed in
increase the prohability of core melt,
Tables

4.1

and

4.5.

Note

sequences

that

involving

each

of

initiating events identified in WASH-1400 are included in the table.

8

the

basic

Given the list of sequences, the process of calculating the
component importance was relatively straightforward and involved the following
major steps:
1. The baseline core melt frequency, F(Base), was calculated using
WASH-1400 point estimate unavailabilities for the various systems
and components.

These calculations did not assume the

unavailability of any individual components.
2.

For each component in the engineered safety systems the core melt
frequency conditional upon the unavailability of that component
[F(COMP)] was calculated subject to the following constraints:
o The contribution to unavailability in the risk model from
maintenance outages which are prohibited by limiting conditions
for operation (LCO) were not included.
o

The common mode failure contributions to system unavailability
which involve the component taken out of service or any disabled
train resulting from the component outage were not included.

These two constraints can be illustrated by the following example
which postulates a two component system: Pump A and Pump B, either
of which can provide adequate flow from System C. The limiting
conditions for operation (LCO) require that one of these two trains
be available at all time during full power operation.

Pump
B

Hardware
Test and Maintenance

Hardware
Test and Maintenance

Common Mode

Common Mode

9

include contributions to each component's

The baseline model would

test and maintenance outages,

unavailability from hardware faults,
and

common

cause

events

failure

(which

fail

both

pumps).

In

calculating the probability of system failure given that Pump A is
taken out for maintenance,

the test and maintenance and common cause

contributions to Pump' B unavailability should not be included.
The
condition
system failure probability is then siinply'equal to the
probability that hardware faults will cause Pump B to fail to start
It should be noted that only those maintenance acts
and run.
precluded by LCO are deleted from the calculations For example,
maintenance on a BWR HPCI pump would preclude any allowable outages
in the LPCIS.
permitted,

outages of the ESWS

However,

would

still

be

and the test and maintenance contributions for the ESWS

would be included in the importance calculations for the HPCI pump.
the effect of common mode contributions were
altered to correctly model their importance when certain components
If there had been a third pump
or trains are taken out of service.
In a similar manner,

the common mode failure of Pump B and the
pump would have been included (although the probability

in the above example,
additional

of this event would presumably be different than the common cause
failure of all 3 pumps in the baseline model).
These two constraints are designed to ensure that the risk model
accurately reflects the plant condition when components are taken
The actual probabil~ity of maintenance outages is
out of service.
siqnificantly decreased when these maintenance outages are
While an accurate value for the probability of
prohibited by LCO.
LCO violation is difficult to calculate, it was considered to be
much lower than the baseline risk model probability of maintenance
outage

(which

does , not

reflect

the

impact

of

outage).
Therefore, the baseline risk model
maintenance outage in -these situations was not

10

LCO on equipment
probability of
included in the

unavailability

3.

calculations.

violations can

still

than component)

importance.

For each component,
For example,

if

to a risk level
inoperable,

The

significance

be assessed by looking

the ratio of F(COMP)

of most

at the

to F(BASE)

system (rather

was determined.

taking component A Out of service exposes the plant
twice as high'as when component A is

not rendered

the importance of component A will be equal to 2.0.

The models used to calculate the importance of individual
were also

LCO

used to calculate

the

importance

individual trains of redundant systems.
system or sub-system
determining

importance

individual

systems

and

In fact, the calculation of

was often

component

of entire

components

an

intermediate

importance.

step in

Extracting

and

rep6rtinq these calculations of system or sub-system importance was
considered to be a valuable step in the analysis because:
(1) this information can reflect the importance of combinations of
components which might be obscured by limiting attention to
individual component importance;
(2)

system level importance can be used to assess the safety
significance of LCO violations which were explicitly precluded
from calculations of the unavailability of individual components.

(3)

the status of systems or sub-systems is often more directly
useful to the operator in
an emergency situation than
information concerning numerous individual components.

In order
calculation is
risk

model

and

to

illustrate

the

presented in Appendix I.
proceeds

step-by-step

steps

discussed

above,

an

example

This example starts with the baseline
to

calculate

the

importance

of

PWR Containment Spray Injection System and one of the pumps in that system.

11

the

3.2.2

Evaluation of Monitoring Technique
The

next

step

in

the

process

testing

the

hypothesis

For each

plants for which the baseline risk assessment had been performed.
by which

the specific mechanism

made known

to

In order to accomplish this, visits were made to both of the

each'component.

component,

was

of the existing monitoring technique for

the relative effectiveness

evaluate

of

status of that

component

and discussed with operators

was described

the operator

to

the

is.
and

other plant personnel.

control

room,

indicator

tag,

equipment

light,

etc.)

annunciation

(e.g.,

techniques

types of monitoring

The various

reviewed with

were then

to assess the

plant operators and with experts on human factors engineering
relative

effectiveness

component status.

It

each

of
is

in

technique

alerting

in

the operator

to

the

attempt was made

important to note that no explicit

to evaluate the absolute acceptability of any individual monitoring technique
goal

was

to rank the

techniques

various

by their relative

The

of risk).

(just as no attempt was made- to evaluate an acceptable level

effectiveness

so

that the comparison with the risk importance ranking could be made.
It

also

should

evaluation of the control
the

scope

objectives

a

complete

human

detailed

and was not considered

stated.

concerned with the effectiveness

More

precisely,

necessary

to achieve the
was

this analysis

of the monitoring technique in

information pertaining to component unavailability to the operator.
the

anticipated

task

and

work

load

requirements

in

order

operator's capability to effectively receive such information,
not

ignored,

was

factors

room and plant status monitoring systems was beyond

of this analysis
previously

that

noted

be

a secondary

consideration

to

primarily

transmitting
Examining
the

assess

while certainly
ranking

of

factors are very important

in

in

the relative

monitoring techniques.
Both the transmission and reception
the. development.-of-an

effective- status monitoring scheme;
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•Howevera's

noted":'-'-

,in Section 2.0,

an underlyinq assumption of this analysis is

that matching

a

component's importance to the effectiveness of the manner in which-its status
is

transmitted to the operator is

operator

receives

the

a critical

necessary

information

Once an effective transmission scheme is
work load

careful
that

the

operator

first step in ensuring that the
to

capable

of

his

required tasks.

developed based on risk importance,

receiving

and

a

be performed to ensure

should)

and task analysis can (and
is

perform

utilizing

this

transmitted

i nformat ion.
While precise equations were not used to determine the effectiveness
of each type of monitoring technique,

the following questions

illustrate some

of the major factors that went into the evaluations:
*

How likely is

the operator to become aware of and remain aware of

the status of the component? (This is the fundamental
*

What type of display is

*

Are there procedures
information?

*

Are spurious signals common?

•

How often is

*

What are shift change procedures?

*

What is the testing procedure for indicators?
In actual

similar manner

question).

used in the control room?

for confirming that the operator received

the

information updated or checked?

practice, many of the components were monitored in a very

to numerous

other components.

Because of this similarity in-

iechnique and the level of inherent uncertainty which would make impractical
differentiation
basic

"types"

of two techniques which varied
of monitoring were

into one of these types.

identified

(For example,

only in minor details,

and

each component

was

a

a few
grouped

one "type" of monitoring technique is

the use of equipment tags on a console control switch).
The judgments
alternative

monitoring

that

go

into the

techniques
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are

ranking

necessarily

of

the

effectiveness

somewhat

subjective

of
in

nature. However the clear difference in the "types" of techniques coupled
with the expertise of the human factor engineers (drawing on human engineering principles which are based on objective quantitative analyses and experiments
concerning similar man/machine interface problems) was judged.to be sufficient
to produce the necessary confidence that the relative-ranking was accurate.3.2.3

Comparison of Risk Ranking and Monitoring Technique Effectiveness

The third major step in the analysis was to compare the results of
the first two evaluations described above. That is, a determination was made
whether there existed a correspondence between the risk importance of an
individual component and the effectiveness of the manner in which it is
monitored.
This comparison was undertaken with the recognition that both
measures ("risk importance" and "monitoring effectiveness") involve a certain
degree of uncertainty. This uncertainty was taken into account with regard to
"monitoring effectiveness" by recognizing that it was impossible to
differentiate between numerous techniques which differed only on minor
details.

Therefore, the specific techniques were grouped into a few basic
"types" which could then be ranked accordingly to their effectiveness. With
regard to risk importance, a realization of the uncertainties inherent to the
underlying risk assessment prevented any attempt to differentiate between
small differences in calculated importance. This again led to the
categorization of importance into a few basic groups which could be designated
as "very important", "moderately important", and "not important".
As will be seen the recognition of these uncertainties is and
the incorporation of these uncertainties into the comparison process did not
prevent the comparison process from producing some valuable results. The
.unce-rtainties
were.not so. great to prevent.very-di-stinct-'groupings'to bemade"
both'in "risk importance" and "monitoring effectiveness".
Hence, the
determination of whether a "very important" component was also monitored in a
"very effective" manner was adequate to achieve the objectives of this
analysis.

..
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4.0

RESULTS OF PLANT EVALUATIONS

This section presents the results of the analyses described in
Section 3. The PWR evaulations are provided'in Section 4.1 and the BWR
results are discussed in Section 4.2.

For each plant, the risk based

importance calculations are presented for the major components of the plant
ESF's. The different monitoring techniques employed at the plant are then
described as well as other areas such as. maintenance and shift turnover
procedures, which are an important part of the monitoring scheme. These
various mechanisms are then evaluated to assess their relative effectiveness
in making the operator aware of the status of a given component.
Finally, the
evaluations for each plant conclude with a comparison of the importance of a
particular component with the effectiveness of its status monitoring
technique. Examples where apparent inconsistencies exist between the
importance and monitoring effectiveness are discussed and some specific
conclusions for each plant are presented.
4.1

PWR ESF Systems Status Monitoring Evaluations

4.1.1

PWR System and Component Importance Results

The accident sequences used to calculate the core melt frequency for
the PWR are listed in Table 4.1. These sequences were calculated in
WASH-1400(1) to have a nominal core melt frequency ranging from approximately
10- 5/yr to 10- 7/yr. The important plant systems in these sequences which were
evaluated in this study are listed in Table 4.2. The abbreviations used
throughout this report are given in parentheses in this listing. Using the
methodology descirbed in Section 3.2.1, the importance of each system and its
constituent components was calculated. The importance of each system is given
in Table 4.2, while the values for the major components in these systems are
presented in Table 4.3.

As defined previously, the importance is the ratio of

the core melt frequency with the indicated component (or system) out of service
(i.e. with the component or system unavailability equal to 1.0) to the nominal
core melt frequency determined from the WASH-1400 point estimate unavailabilities.
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Table 4.1
PWR CORE MELT SEQUENCES
WASH-1400 Accident
Sequence Designation
AD
. AH.
S1D
S1H
S2D

S2H
S2 H

S2 G
S2F
TML
TKQ
TKMQ
TMLB'

Description
.Large LOCA with Failure of Emergency .Coolant.Injection
Large LOCA with Failure*:of*Emergency'Coblant Recircul'ation"
Small LOCA with Failure of Emergency Coolant Injection
Small LOCA with Failure of Emergency Coolant Recirculation
Small-Small LOCA with Failure of Emergency Coolant Injection
Small-Small LOCA with Failure of Emergency'Coolant
Recirculation
Small-Small LOCA with Failure of Containment Spray
Injection
Small-Small LOCA with Failure of Containment Heat
Removal
Small-Small LOCA with Failure of Containment Spray
Reci rcul ati on
Transient with Loss of Main Feedwater and Failure of
Auxi liaryFeedwater.
Transient with Failure of Reactor Protection System and
Stuck-Open Relief Valve.
Transient with-Failure of Reactor Protection System,
Loss of Main Feedwater and Stuck-Open Relief Valve.
Loss of Offsite Power in Excess of Three Hours with
Failure of Auxiliary Feedwater.
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Table 4.2
PWR ESF SYSTEMS IMPORTANCE*

Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFWS)

1800

Low Pressure Recirculation System (LPRS)

33

High Pressure Injection System (HPIS)

30

High Pressure Recirculation System (HPRS)

30

Containment Spray Injection System (CSIS)

24

Containment Spray Recirculation System (CSRS)

24

Containment Heat Removal System (CHRS)

24

Emergency AC Power System (Diesel Generators)

13

Accumulators (ACC)

10

Low Pressure Injection System (LPIS)

3.3

Containment Isolation

1.0*

*

Importance is defined as the ratio of the core melt frequency with
the indicated system unavailable to the nominal WASH-1400 core melt
frequency.

**

The selection of core melt frequency as a measure of risk for this
study affects this value, as containment integrity has negligable
effect on PWR core melt frequency.
The use of other measures of
risk would show containment isolation to be more important.
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Table 4.3
PWR ESF COMPONENT RANKING
Very Important Components

port anc e

• Co- ponen t S y s e _ .m

Con densite' St ragW -- Ta (AFWS)
Refueling Water Storage Tank (HPISLPIS.CSIS)
Manual Valve I-CS-25 (HPIS, LPIS)
Boron Injection Tank (HPIS)
Manual Valve SI-24 .(HPIS)
...
Turbine Driven AFWPump,(AFWS)•
Manual Valve XV153 (AFWS)
Solenoid Operated Valve 102 (AFWS)
Accumulators (ACC)
MOV's 1865A. B, and C (ACC)
MOV1890C (LPIS)
MOV's 1862A and B (LPRS LPIS)
Manual Valves A03 and B03 (LPIS)
LPIS Pumps (LPIS LPRS)
MOV's 1890A and B (LPIS)
MOV's 1860A and 8 (LPRS)

32
32
30
30
16
16
.16
7.2
7.2
3.3
3.1/2.9*
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.8

Moderately Important Components
Component Sstemortance
Chargng Pup Coolifng Water Pumps (HPIS, HPRSB
1.8
Charging Pump Service Water Pumps HPIS, HPRS)
1.7
Electric Motor Driven.AFW Pump (AFWS)
1.7
ýianual Valves XV168 and 183 (AFWS)
.1.7
MOV's 1867A. B. C. and 0 (HPIS)
1.6
MOV's 1863A and B (HPRS)
1.6
MOV's 1869A and B (HPRS)
1.6
Boron Injection Tank Heaters (HPIS)
1.5
Diesel Generators (AFWS)
1.5
MOV's 11158 and D (HPIS)
1.4
Boric Acid Piping Trace Heating Circuits (HPIS)
1.4
Manual Valves V4A and B. and "'A and B (CSIS)
1.4
NOV's CSIOOA and B (CSIS)
1.4
CSIS Pumps (CSIS)
1.4
Spray Header and Nozzle Assemblies (CSIS)
1.2
MOV's 1864A and B (LPIS)
I.1
Manual Valves 18660, E, and F (HPIS)
1.1
NOV's RS 155A and B (CSRS)
1.1
CSRS Pumps Outside Containment (CSRS)
1.1
MOV's RS 156A and B
1.1
HX's for CSRS Trains O.C.** (CSRS)
1.1
Spray Header and Nozzle Assemblies for CSRS Trains O.C.
1.1
NOV's SW 104 C and D (CHRS)
1.1
NOV's SW 105 C and O (CHRS)
1.1
Manual Valves XV2A20; XV2820; XV2A21, and XV2B2l (CHRS)
Unimportant

Components

(Importance - 1.0)

HPIS
JV's 1267A,

1269A, 1270A, and 1286A and B. Charging Pumps

HPRS
iWV'rS 12678,

12698, 12708,

CSIS
CSIOIA,
tO's
W

1287A. B. and C. and 1842

B, C. and 0

CSRS
Motor driven pumps inside containment and HX's and spray assemblies associated
with those pump.trains.
CHRS
M)V-s SW 103A. B. C, and D, SW 104A and B. and SW IOSA and B
Manual Valves XV1A23, XVIB20. XV1A21 aod XV1B21
AFWS
NOV-102; Manual VAlves XV140. 141. 150. 151. 170 and 171
Manual Valves in injection lines leading to main feedwater lines.
Manual Valves in Turbine Drive Steam Supply Lines.
*First value Is for LPRS impact, whtile -the second is for LPIS. (See Table 4.4
for explanation).
**0.C. - components associated with CSRS Trains whose pumps are outside containment.
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As an example,
means that if

in Table 4.3 an accumulator has an importance of 7.2.

This

one of the three accumulators is taken out of service, the

frequency of core'melt is calculated to increase by a factor of 7.2 during the
outage.
Each component in Table 4.3 is
Appendix II of WASH-1400.
used at the plant.

listed as it

is identified in

In most cases'the labels are identical to those

Although all components listed on the WASH-1400 system

diagrams were considered in the analysis,

some have not been listed in the

ranking table, to limit the table to a reasonable size.
such as motor operated valves (MOVs)

All major components

and pumps which might have to be taken

out of service during operation are included.

However,

such as the check valves in HPIS injection lines,

certain components,

are not listed because their

importance would be the same as for the manual valves in the same lines (which
do appear in the table).
The importance ratios given in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 are expressed in
terms of two significant figures for comparison purposes only.

They

illustrate the type of results and subtle differences which arise using the
WASH-1400 data.

The use of two significant figures is not intended to imply

such a level of precision in the calculations.

The uncertainties associated

with the WASH-1400 data and analyses are such that for practical purposes a
difference in importance,

for example between 1.2 and 1.5,

can not be

convincingly substantiated in most cases.
The components listed in Table 4.3 have been grouped into three
broad categories based on the calculated importance ratios.

These groups

were arbitrarily defined for the sole purpose of demonstrating the methodology.
There was no intent to recommend or establish guidelines by quantifying the
boundaries of these categories.

"Very important" components are those which

increase the core melt frequency by more than a factor of two.
seen, this category encompasses three orders of magnitude.

As can be

However,

practically the grouping is not nearly this broad as the Condensate Storage
Tank is not subject to "outages" in the traditional sense as applied to
other components like pumps or valves.

"Moderately important" components

are those having importance ratios between 1.1 and 2.0.
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"Insignificant"

components are those whose outage has negligible effect on the core melt
frequency. Some of the more important components will be discussed
briefly to explain the reason for their relative position on the ranking
list.
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Clearly the most important component in the PWR ESF systems analyzed
in this study is the Condensate Storage Tank (CST).
This is the only source
of water for the AFWS,
is

the

primary

unavailable.

which,

means- for•

Hence,

it

is

if

unavailable,

will

removal

the

heat

if

fail

this system.

power

conversion

The AFWS
system is

very important in the transient initiated sequences

which comprise a major contribution to the PWR core melt frequency.

Because

of the relatively high unavailability of the power conversion system
transient

sequences,

the

unavailability of the CST,
shown in Table 4.2.

unavailability

of

AFWS,

which

in the

result

would

from

greatly increases the likelihood for core melt,

as

The importance of the CST ha's'of course been recognized,

and the plant LCO preclude operation without this source of water.
The
outage

fail

HPIS
this

is

another

system

also

very

important

rank

high

Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST)
LPIS,

and

CSIS.

operation.
to

these

Again

However,

if

systems,

contributors

the

is

LCO

LOCA

the

and

list

components

in

Table

4.3.

this

component

be

to core melt frequency.

sequences

Manual

valve were closed (as would be the case if

become

the

Valve I-CS-25 is

dominant

in the single
If this

the RWST were isolated),

no water

would be available to these key emerqency coolant injection systems.
the RWST.*
line,

Similarly,

essentially the

manual valve SI-24,

which is

impact

LPIS,

its

importance

is

pressure

slightly

also in

I-CS-25.

Finally,

outage of the Boron

fail

HPIS

water

the

as

must

alignment for coolant injection.

pass

than

Injection Tank

through

this

the HPIS suction

is

injection.

less

Hence,

same as that calculated for

but downstream of the LPIS suction line junction,

Closure of this valve disables high

for

assumed to be unavailable to supply water

initiated

importance of this valve is

The

available

line which supplies water from the RWST to both the HPIS and LPIS.

the

whose

the sole source of water for the HPIS,

require

the RWST is

the

on

system,

very

Since it

that

of

important.
does not

manual

(BIT),

is

component

in

valve

assumed to
the

normal

LCO preclude isolating this component during

operation.
The next grouping of components in the ranking affect the operation
of the turbine driven pump of the AFWS.
As already noted, the AFWS is the
*The CSIS would still be available as it
RWST.
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has separate

suction lines from the

The turbine driven pump is an

most important of those analyzed in this study.
important part of this system because it

provides diversity which permits the

AFWS to perform in the event of a loss of electrical
turbine drive, .SOV
153 in

power.

The pump and its
and manual valve XV

102 in the turbine steam supply line,

the pump suction line from the CST are all essential

to operation of

this leg of the AFWS.
The accumulators and the MOV's in
also important because

their discharge lines (1865)

response to large and small

are

(S 1 ) LOCA's require 2 out

of 3 accumulators.
Since it is assumed that the accumulator injecting into a
"broken leg" does not supply water to the core, an outage of an accumulator
which feeds an intact loop would result in system failure.
The
system

is

MOV

only other
1890C

in

single

component

the LPIS.

in

Table 4.3

rhis valve

is

in

that can disable a
a

single line which

supplies

flow from the LPIS pumps to the cold leg injection header.

valve is

left closed,

valve to prevent

an

LPIS is

unavailable.

inadvertent

still be operated manually.

closure

If this

Power has been removed from this
by the operator.

Because of the rather

However

low probability

it

can

of large

LOCA's which require LPIS, MOV 1890 C is not as important as those components
discussed previously for the HPIS.
4.1.2

PWR Monitoring Techniques
Several factors contribute to what is defined in Section 1.0 as the

status mo-,itoring scheme for a given plant.
are the control
However,

room

administrative

procedures,

if

displays

for the various

procedures

correctly followed,

the operator about component

The integral parts of the scheme

are

also

very

systems

and -components.

important.

Maintenance

contribute to the information provided to

availability.

an important means of conveying information

Shift change procedures
to the

operator.

This

are also
section

describes these and other various facets of the status monitoring system for
the PWR analyzed in this study.
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4.1.2.1

Control Room Layout
Before describing the

the ESF

systems

required

to

different

introduce

mechanisms

some terminology
in

status

monitoring

techniques. for

a brief description of the control

and components,

perspective.

have two reactors,'each
part,

individual

operated

and

provide background

Both

plants considered

from the same control

room is

to place the
in this

room.

study

For the most

controls and displays pertaining to Unit 1 components are on one side of

the room while the second unit is

operated

on the other side.

The controls

needed to operate most major components and the ESF systems are located on two
consoles

both

operations.
shaped.

Of
The

which

face

the

operator

inner console immediately

This console contains controls

the operator
second,

is

are

pressure,

performing

routine
desk

for most all major components which

is on a vertical

some controls,

wall behind this desk.

meters

which

The

This wall

principally for valves that are used to isolate
display

tank water levels,

outer console,

is

in front of the operator is

components or alter configurations of systems.
console

he

required to use during routine and emergency conditions.

or outer console,

also contains

when

etc.)

various

Also displayed

measurements

taken in the plant.

just beneath the ceiling,

on the outer

(e.g.,

temperature,

At the top of the

are the annunciator panels.

There are

13 panels for each unit, ten panels having 64 windows (8 by .8 array) - not all
of which are utilized -

and three

Figure 4.1 shows a typical
room,

perpendicular

controls

and

annunciator panel.

to the wall

displays

for

panels having 40 windows (4

the

The side wall

x 10 array).

of the control

which comprises the outer console,
boric

acid

heating

systems

and

the

contains
diesel

generators.
4.1.2.2

ESF System Level Monitoring
The PWR evaluated

the

ESF

systems

listed

in this study has no system level

in Table 4.2.

annunciators in the control

There

are

no

single

monitoring for
indicators

or

room which explicitly inform the operator of the

availability of a given system,

or one train of a system (such as "LPIS Train
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A

c*0

I

I

Figure 4.1

PWR Annunciator Panel

The operator must infer the system state from the individual
A Unavailable").
The
component status monitoring: displays, as described in Section 4.1.2.3.
systems status is reviewed at shift turnover by completing a checklist (see
Section 4.1.2.4), but this only serves: to periodically update the operator.
This administrative procedure does not. inform the operator- at the moment the
system outage occurs.
4.1.2.3

Component Displays in Control Room
Only a few different techniques are utilized to control and monitor

In most cases the method
the status of the components listed in Table 4.3.
depends on the type of component - for example, a motor operated valve or a
Table 4.4 summarizes the different monitoring techniques which were
pump.
observed and gives examples of ESF system components which are monitored by
each method.
A comprehensive listing of the monitoring techniques for each
A detailed
component considered in this analysis is provided in Appendix II.
description of the basic methods summarized in this appendix and Table 4.4 is
An evaluation of their relative effectiveness is
provided in this section.
given in Section 4.1.3.
Console Display for MOV Control.

The

same display

technique

is

used

for

This
An example is presented in Figure 4.2.
almost all MOV's in the plant.
display consists of a selector switch which allows the operator to operate the
valve remotely from the control room. The small handle can be turned to the
A
left (for close) or to the right (open) from its normal vertical position.
pair of indicator lights are located immediately above each switch.
light to the upper left of the

switch signifies

"closed" when

A green

illuminated,

Beneath the control
while the red light on the upper right means "open".
switch is a label which identifies the MOV by its alphanumeric identifier,
provides an abbreviated description of its function, and identifies the bus
This type of control/display is referred
which provides power to the motor.
to by the phrase "position indicator lights with control switch" in Table 4.4
and Appendix II.
*Unit 1 of the PWR plant evaluated for this study was not operating when the
Hence, some of the handle
photographs included in this report were taken.
positions and indicator lights illustrated by the figures in this report may
not reflect the normal status of that component during operation.
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Table 4.4
PWR ESF SYSTEM COMPONENT STATUS'MONITORING- METHODS
Example Components

Monitoring Technique *

Position Indicator Lights
"
... •'.;
...w~ith Xontr~ol Swiftch:- .....

MOV's-1867 A,BC,&D: BIT Inlet-and"Outlet Valves'
Charging Pump Cooling Water and Service Water Pumps.
MOV's 1863 A&B in suction lines for HPRS operation.
MOV's 1864 A&B in LPIS Pump Discharge Lines.
MOVs CSI00 A&B in CSIS Pump Suction Lines.
SOV 102 in AFWP Turbine Drive Steam Supply Line.

Position Indicator Lights
and Control Switch with
Annunciator

Diesel Generators
Electrically Driven AFW Pumps
CSRS Pumps

CSIS Pumps
MOV's 1885 A,B,C,&D in LPIS Recirculation Lines
MOV's 1865 A,B,&C in Accumulator Discharge Lines
Charging Pumps
MOV's 1869 A&B in HPRS hot leg injection lines.
MOV's 1862 A&B in LPIS Pump Suction Lines.
LPIS Pumps
Meter with Annunciator

Accumulators
RWST
CST

Indicator Lights with

Boric Acid Piping Trace Heaters

Annunciator

No Indication in Control Room.

Manual Valves4A&B in CSIS Pump Suction Lines
Manual Valve I-CS-25 in SI Suction Line from RWST
Manual Valve SI-24 in HPIS Suction Line from RWST
BIT Heaters
Turbine Driven AFW Pump

Detailed descriptions of these techniques with illustrative photographs'are given
in Section 4.1.2.3.
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PWR MOV Control Display
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Figure 4.3
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!

I4H4

PWR Pump Control Display

This

components

of

interest in this study.

There were a few instances where this MOV control

had

been altered sliqhtly.

One change was the use of a

switch,

basic

display was

the

rather than the reqular

obtain the key from the
another instance,

shift

most, frequent :for

handle.

In this

key operated

setup,

must

position.

in

the basic MOV display design was altered by the operator to
R, C, and D.

Brass cylindrical
They

have been placed over.the switches for each of.these four valves.

are not permanently attached and thus can be easily removed if
is

actuation

the operator

supervisor to change the valve

prevent accidental operation of MOV's SW 103A,
,.covers

the

required.

The

indicator

lights

and label

are

valve operation

still

visible

two

indicator

when these

covers are in place.
In
always

the typical

illuminated

operation.

-

MOV

display,

depending

on

one of the

the correct

If both lights are out,

valve

position

lights

required

is
for

either an indicator light bulb has burnt

out or the breaker has been racked out thus removing power from the motor for
maintenance
tagged.

acitivites.*

In some cases,

In

latter

case,

the

control

switch

may

be

the power has been permanently removed so that valve

operation from the control
of the display is

this

room is

impossible.

Hence,

the normal

appearance

"both lights out." A note affixed to the display reminds the

operator that this is the normal condition for that component.
For

most

valve maintenance

would be removed from the motor.

activities,

Hence,

it

is

expected

that

power

component outage would be reflected

by both indicator lights being out and a tag affixed

to the display.

There

are instances where the valve may not be the component under repair, but it
closed

to

isolate

another

component

display may not always he labeled.

for maintenance.

However,

it

is

In these cases,

is
the

assumed that power would he

removed from the MOV to prevent inadvertent opening during maintenance.

This

would then be reflectd by the absence of indicator lights.
Console Display for Pump Control.
different than those of the MOV's.
. the CSRS pumps inside containment.**-

Controls

for some

of the

pumps

are

Figure 4.3 illustrates the controls for
Like, the MOV display,.,the typical

pump

*Both lights will also be out if an overload on the motor causes power to trip
off durinq operation.
"*Table 11-1 in Appendix. II explains the rotation indicator light.
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control

has indicator lights,

the selector switch is
"pistol-grip" switch).
(counterclockwise)

to

a switch,

and label.

However,

the handle for

a

large, black 'J-handle'(often referred to as a
The handle can be manually turned to the left
stop pump operation, or -to the right to initiate

operation.

By pulling up on the handle and turning counterclockwise, the pump
is locked out and is unavailable for service.
In its vertical configuration,
the system is in the "auto" or standby condition.
A small window, just above
the switch handle has a red or green flag which indicates the correct pump
operational condition when the switch is in the auto position.
this flag should match that of the illuminated indicator light.

The color of
In addition,

the pump display has a third, amber indicator light between the red and green
lights.
This light indicates an automatic trip of the breaker which provides
power to the pump motor.
Hence, the amber light only provides information'
about tne breaker during pump operation.

It does not provide the operator

information about the status of a pump which is in the standby condition.
Pump maintenance outage would be indicated to the operator by the
position of the large black handle, the absence of indicator lights (once the
breaker is racked out), and a tag on the display.
In addition, for all pumps
in the ESF systems listed in Table 4.2, an annunciator results when the
selector switch is placed in the 'pull to lock' position.
All of the pumps listed in Appendix II had this type of control
display except for the charging pump service water pumps and the charging pump
cooling water pumps.
For these pumps, 'the display was very similar to the MOV
display discussed previously.
The selector switch has the same design;
however the positions have different meanings.
In the vertical position, the
pump is off and the green indicator light is lit.
Turning the switch to the
left (cuinter clockwise) manually starts the pump (red light).
Turning the
switch to the right, places the control in auto.
At this position the green
indicator light is illuminated unless an auto start signal is received.
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In addition to the displays on. the' inner

Annunciators.
somne MOV's
When

pumps will, also generate

and

this component

visual

alert

signal

is

is

operation.

unavailability

By

produced.

remains. illuminated
for

first taken out

is

hut

terminated,

until

This
of

the

the component

some

"SI

Valve

Out of Position"

the

an

audible

is

notice

to

the

annunciators

normal

panel

condition

operator

of

to

respond

In this study the most important one is
the center of Figure 4.4).

alarm (in

altered from its correct standby condition.

which v'lve

is

misaligned,

The

several
This
ACC,

annunciator occurs when the position of any one of 11 MOV's in the IPIS,
or LPIS is

as

audible

the

annunciator

restored *to its

Some

as well

annunciator,

window on the

additional

components.

taken out of. service.

if

of service,

appropriate

provides

alarm

acknowledging

different conditions in the plant.
the

an

and outer consoles,..

the individual

displays

In order to determine

on

console must

the

be

checked.
Two

types

annunciator window designs

of

majority of the windows
white

with black

lettering.

bulb.

light

The-e are

actuated)

will

When
be

in the

a

trip

white.

the

signal

first

The

a few are

annunciator

Beneath each window is

occurs

Hence,

plant.

However,

the "first out"

illuminate the red bulb in the associated window,
(if

used

are black with white lettering.

which are actuated with a reactor trip.
white

are

windows

a red and a

received

will

while the other annunciators

the operator

is

aware

trip

of which

setting first occurred during an off-normal transient.
In addition to the previously discussed

Meters.
there

are

numerous

many meters
parameters

and

which

recorders which
are

continually

status monitoring displays,

provide
monitored

of the

the measurements
throughout

the

plant.

Some of these measurements can also directly or indirectly indicate the status
of some systems or components,
Appendix

II,

and thus have been included

An example of such a meter is

in Table 4.4 and

the accumulator water level

pressure meters. on the outer console which are shown in Figure 4.5.
components

addressed

in

this

mechanisms of status monitoring,

study,

meter

readings

and

For the

would supplement

other

and are not the sole source of information.
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,t

W
CD1

Figure 4.4

PWR Annunciator Window. SI VVS
OUT OF POSITION" Window (center)
Alerts Operator to Incorrect Position
of Certain Valves in the Safety Injection Systems.

Figure 4.5

PWR Accumulator
Level and Pressure
Meters

In the case of the accumulator pressure and level,
to alert

the

operator

if

these

parameters

annunciators are provided

approach

potentially

unsafe

conditions.
Indicator Lights.

A totally different

status monitoring system is

used for

the heaters which maintain temperature in the boric ,acid system containers and
piping.*

Of primary interest in this study are the heaters for the components

.-. ,,su.pplying boric
circuits

is

acid to

monitored

the HPIS.

by a

panel

The
of

status of t-he various heat-tracing

red lights

(see

Figure 4.6) which

illuminated at a very low level- under normal conditions.
heat tracing occurs,
display represents

these -lights brighten.
several

are

When a fault in the

Each light in

the control

room

circuits - which are individually monitored

in a

single cabinet in the auxiliary building.
Some cabinets contain circuits
which are both safety and non-safety related.
Hence, when a fault is
indicated in the control room, the operator only knows which cabinet contains
the faulty circuit and not the specific heat tracing circuit that has failed.
Thus it

is

not possible to determine if

the heat tracing system failure could

impact the HPIS from the control. room.
A poor desiqn

of

the

boric

acid

heat

frequent indication of faults in this system.
ignore

these

indicator

liqhts

as

usually

one

tracing

Hence,

system

leads

to

the operators virtually

or more

is

always

brightly

illuminated.

Instead of relying on the control room display,

a local

check of

the individual

cabinets is

performed once each shift.

If there are outages in

any safety related lines (HPIS),they must be repaired in 24 hours.
4.1.2.4

Maintenance and Administrative Procedures
Maintenance

operator of component

procedures
outages.

play a very important role in informing the
This

awareness

originates

primarily through

the placement of tags and labels on the control room displays when a component
is

unavailable.

However,

log

books,

check

lists,

and

*Because of the unreliability of this monitoring system, a
being designed at the time this investigation was performed.
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shift

turnover

new system

was..

-- I

91A'

IBULB

p.,

55C 11

A'd
OLK1XVLEVEL,

C"hil ALLBLO
&ZO'LEVEL
.? SIDE
tv N-M,

Figure 4.6

CABkt

AUX.
BLW2' 0' LEVEL
#2 SK
W HIM

PWR Boric Acid Piping Heat Tracing System Monitoring Display

procedures

are

operators.

These subjects will be described in this section for the PWR plant

which was

also

important

evaluated.

in

conveying

The effectiveness

this

information

of these procedures

to

the

plant

in the overall

monitorinq scheme is addressed in Section 4.1.3.
rNiiumerous
maintenance

site

procedures

activities.

These

have been

contain

prepared

more

detail

to direct
than

assessing the effectiveness of the ESF status monitoring.
summary of the usual

routine is

Prior to performing any work,
appropriate

limitations,
instructions.
Yellow

tags

components,

Hence,

for

only a brief

a work request form is completed which describes

department

other

necessary

presented highlighting the areas of interest.

the problem and indicates the affected components.
the

is

most 'plant

to

ensure

The request is routed to

identification

limiting or restrictive

of

tech.

conditions,

spec.

time

and any special

The specific components are then tagged by a reactor operator.
are

used

for

and blue tags

mechanical

components,

for any special

red

tags

instructions.

for

electrical

Examples of these

tags are shown in Figure 4.7.
Tags
activity.

are

placed

For example,

motor operated

valves

on

if
in

all

components

impacted

by

the

a pump were taken out of service,
the

suction and discharge lines

maintenance

the manual

and the

vent

drain valves would all be tagged both electrically and mechanically,
as the breaker(s)
involved,

which is

racked out.

and
and

as well

When components of ESF systems are

a verification of the tag-out operation

is

independently

performed

by another person.
In addition to tagging the specific
or notes may be placed in the control
operate the various components.
control
triangle!

of paper attached)

to indicate

display tagging.

Labeling

outages.
of

Small

flags,

tags

Figure* 4.8
did

in the.

(pins with red or yellow

into the J-handle control

MOV displays
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the plant,

types of tags were observed

are inserted

pump maintenance

in

room on the switches which are used to

Several

room during the plant visit.

components

illustrates this

not appear

to

switches
form of

be uniform.

-

-o

HOLD-OIF
TAG

.. 1-

413032

MECHANiCAL
DANGER
DO NOT OPERATE
THI S EQUIPIPMEN'TF

SMAN ON CIRCUIT
~DO NOT CLOSE
DICOIRTINa
DEVICE
OR1 OH'MB.
'TAGGBECO

PLACING TAG,

FORMRft

TIMEAND DATE

,

CLEARANCE
OY? INPERSON
F_

P JA

TELERPIROE

-3R4IO03

fr-e __

AM-PM

DNt

19---.__

REMAIRKS
R....d

By

THESTUBOF THISTAGMUSTHESIQG0 BYOR ORDEROFFBYTHE
55ME PERSONORDERINGTAG PLACED,
; •
.
AFTERTAG HAS SERVE.RITS PURPOSEO
THE TAG ANDSTUB,
INTO THE OFFICE
MUSTBE TUR.NED
'WORRLME1WSTB

THE EQUIPMEINT
TAGGED BYME FOR:
MR.

IENIlO
NTIFID

HS
T
BELOWHAS 'BEN

iREMARKS:A.

~TAG
PLACEDBY~
DATE TAGPLACED

a)

Red Tag for Electrical Components

Figure 4.7

b)

Yellow Tag for Mechanical Components

Sample Tags Used to Identify PWR Component Outage in Plant
(Not Used in Control Room)

Figure 4.8

Side View of Flag Used to
Denote Outage of Certain Pumps
in PWR

Figure 4.9

Example of Label Used to Alert Operator
of Component Outage in PWR

SeVeral

different

practices

were

observed,

incl.uding

the

use

of

adhesive

stickers and notes written on pieces of paper which were taped-to the display.
In

addition

to

i~ndicating

used to provide
the operator.

other

component

outages,

such

labels

information regarding components

were

or their displays to

A typical example of the labels used on the control displays is

shown in Fiqure 4.9.

Several

labels are also visible in the photograph of the

annunciator panel in Figure 4.1.,.....;.....-

-

Interviews~with plant operating personnel
control

indicated that labeling of

room displays was not performed consistently.

may or may
displays

not be

for

which

tagged,

while

others

tagging

might

not

electrical

That is,

would always

be performed

whose status might be indicated by other,
MOV. without

occasi:onally

be

were

some displays

labeled.
usually

less direct means.

power would have both lights out.*

Those
components

For example,

a

Another instance

where a display might not be tagged is when a MOV is out of service because it
is

being used to isolate a pump which is

be tagged,

but the MOV control

knows that if

the pump is

to isolate it..

might

under repair.

not.

out of service,

In this

The pump control would
instance,

the

operator

so are all the valves which are used

Discussions with plant operators indicated that the operators

rely primarily on the indicator lights. and not tags or labels on the console
to monitor component
.would. be tagged,
II.

status.

In cases where it

was uncertain

if

a display

the phrase "control switch may be tagged" is used in Appendix

For controls which are always to be tagged,

the phrase "should be tagged"

was utilized.
Following completion of the maintenance and inspection of the work,
the bottom portion of the tag on the component is
the shift supervisor.
on all

then directed to remove the tags

affected components per the applicable procedures.

the control
testing

A reactor operator is

signed off, and delivered to.

(if

room are removed
required)

has

Tags and labels in

last and are not removed until
been

completed

and

the system

normal operation.
• This can also be interpreted as a burned out'bulb.
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all
is

verification
realigned

for

change

Shift

procedures

also

play

very

a

determining the effectiveness of ESF status monitoring.
prior to shift turnover can
the event of an off-normal

important

role

An effective briefing

increase the efficiency of operator response

situation.

Ideally,

in

these procedures

in

should give

the operator coming on duty a complete understanding of the state of the plant
and its systems.

They also provide an opportunity to inform the new operator

of recent outages which have occurred since he last worked and update him as
to the status of ongoing outages.
Shift chanqe procedures were observed
study.

At the conclusion of each shift,

at the PWR evaluated in this

the operator on the departing shift

and the on-coming operator review the status of all
the inner and outer consoles.
that the compone.rts
lights.

components

displayed on

This walkdown is mostly a routine visual check

are in their

proper states

as defined

by the

indicator

When a component or display has been recently taken out of service,

or there

is

some

other problem

or

information

component which the operator believes is
Otherwise

the

panel

walkdown,

a check

walkdown
list

is

is

a

pertaining

important,

brief visual

completed

to

a

particular

an explanation

scan.

In

at shift turn-over

is

given.

addition

to

to verify that

the
all

switches and controls on safety related systems are in their proper position.
This

check

list

appears

to be

transmitted on the walkdown.
of

all

the

controls

related

a

formality

that

documents

the

information

The check list (see Figure 4.10) contains a list
to

the ESF

systems.

It

notes their

required

position and provides a space to record any discrepancies which are observed.
At the conclusion of the checklist,

space is

provided to record components out

of position or service, and the reason for this condition.
The shift supervisors also complete a check list at shift turn-over.
This

list,

called

the

"Minimum

Equipment

List

for

Criticality

and

Operation,"

verifies that the Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCO)

violated.

A sample

components

whose outage

page of this checklist
is

not

restricted

is

shown

by the

LCO,

in

are not

Figure 4.11.
there

is

Power

no

For
formal

mechanism which would preclude outage of a component for an unnecessarily long
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P'AGEI or 4
.ATTACHMrPT

I I.;

I
v*

V

v

v

r%
Q
94-

3.0

PRCZED

.FE

EEC
;l

;.utc/Eeercise

r2 Auto/Exercise

r3 A.uto/[,ercise
LHSI
A
B

Puip$
Ajto/PTL
Auto/PTL

PTE_

LHSI CWST Suction
IIOv-( )-862A
11OV-( )-062B
LHSI

Open/Closed
Open/Closed

nOv-( )flOSA

Open/Closed

ttov-( )835B
nov-( )R15c

Open/Closed
Open/Closed
Open/Closed

IIOV-C )Z51)
LIISI

01-0

10

Pump Reclrc

UU-

0

0

Punp Disch.

MOV-()R611A Ov,/Closed
nov-( ).^(4s C,,n/Closed

f--r--

BIT Recirc
TV-(
TV-(
TV-(

)BG4A
)884B
)CB4C

Open/Closed
0pen/Closed
Open/Closed

U-

U
U~

CSRS Pu--ps
A
B

Auto/PTL
Auto/PTL

OSRS PP,

Ditch.

ttOV-RS-(
tOV-RS-(
OSRS PP.

)56A Open/Closed
)56B Open/Closed

EE

Suction

0

MOV-RS-( )55A Open/Closed
nOv-nS-( )559 Open/Closed

Figure 4.10. Sample Page of Operator's Shift Turnover
Checklist for PWR.
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MINIMUM FOR
STARTUP

EQUIPMEtLT

NO. IN
SERVICE
M O

Refuellng Water Storage Tank (2000 ppm CB)

385,200 galt. ..
prior to > 3560
450 psig

5

MINIMUM FOR
POWER
OPERATION

TIME ALLOWED
BEFORE
HSD/CSD

TE(H. SPEC .
REFERENCE .-

385,200 Gal.

Attempt to
correct while
proceeding to
0
C 350 F. 450

A.3
3.3A.I

Attempt to correct while proceeding to v
0
350 F.lSO'pslg

J.A.4

2h hrs/48 hrs

3.kA.i
3.b8l

I outside RS
Inoperable

.24hrs/48 hrs

3.1A.2
3.AB.2

I Inside RS Inoperable

72 hrs/hS hrs

3.1. 3

114

days/N/A

3.5A.t
3.58.1

psig

I

Prior to
3500
6
-450 psIg.3,3 0
Gal.

3,360 Gal.

Containment Spray Subsystem

2 prior to >
350o. iSOpsig

1

Recirc. Spray Subsystem

4 prior to ,
35C0.450 psig

RM.7 Chemical Addition Tank

(132 NAOH)

PMR PUMPS

W.

R&W Position Indication

ALL

I/group.2/bank
Inoperable

Attempt to carrect while pro
ceeding to HSD

3.12E;2

Control Rods

ALL

Ilot more than I
Inoperable

With I Inoperable~refer to
T.S. with > 1.
Inoperable
to HSD

3.12A.2
3.12C.2

If not met,
maintain HSO

3.7A

if nnt met
m.I ntain ,150

3.7A

3

-Pewr Range Instrumentation
*
Intermedlate Range Instrumentation

Figure 4.11

Ntooain. while
In the pwr. rI.e

Sample Page of the PWR "Minimum Equipment List for Criticality and
Power Operation"

3

0

period

(and

it

For exiamlple,
noted

the plant

thus expose
is

to some increase

in risk

possible that a valve could he properly tagqed

by the operator,

but the maintenance is

deferred

might minimize the potential

for such occurrences.

local

check

manual

of certain
Hence,

weekly to verify their correct position.
not monitored

valves

is

performed

some valves whose

status is

room are periodically monitored.

in -the control

Although this

does not directly inform the operator about the status of these
does

give

position

some
for

assurance

an extended

procedure

Some formal

status of maintenance on these type of.components

to per;.dically check the

additfonal

and dulyi

for a lenrithy period,

or perhaps forgotten if the work permit were misplaced.

An

for this time).

that

a

valve

will

Finally,

period.

not

be

as noted

left

in

valves,

an

it

incorrect

in Section 4.1.2.3,

a

local check of the boron heat tracing circuits is completed every shift.
4.1.3

Human Factors Evaluation of Status Monitoring Approach
During the plant visit to acquire information on how each component

was

monitored,

a

review of the

relative

effectiveness

of each

monitoring

technique discussed in Sections 4.1.2.2 and 4.1.2.3 was performed.
This
evaluation was performed only to compare the different monitoring techniques
and

not make judgments

assessments

were

based

specialist who was
emphasized
design

is

that

on

the overall

primarily

on

acceptability of the
the

observations

part of the team which visited the

a detailed

human factors

beyond the scope of this work,

investigation
and is

of

a

plants.

system.

These

human

factors

It

should be

of the control

room

not considered necessary to

provide the qualitative observations required for this investigation.
As
monitoring

in

noted
the

in

Section

plant control

status from the individual
possess 'a

4.1.2.2,
room.

there

no

The operator

component displays.

good understanding

is

40

must

level

determine

status
system

For experienced operators who

of the plant design,

simple and straightforward in most cases.

system

However,

this assessment would

be

this approach may not give

correct information

in all

cases as thei-re are some cbmpo.nehts

which are not

monitored in the control room Whose outage, or incorrect confi'guratioh could
.disable a system.
Thus the control displays cotild indicate -that the system
Hence, this
was available, while in fact it would be disabled or degraded.
method is much less erfective than a single indication of system availability
which is given high priority in the hierarchy, of.s.,o.ntrol room status
monitorinq techniques.
In the remainder of this section, each of the
monitoring

techniques

observed

separately

in order of decreasing

for the

ESF system components

is

evaluated

relative effectiveness.
Following these
assessments are some general observations pertaining to various aspects of the
status monitoring system.
Tagged Console Display with Annunciator.
This technique is used for several
MOV's and pumps in the systems examined.
A description of the specifiC
displays
monitoring

used

for

pumps

technique

is

and

MOV's

typified

is

by the

given

in

following

Section

4.1.2.3.
This
indication of component

outage:
*

Illuminated annunciator window which may have an adhesive label.

*

Tag on the control switch on the console display.

In addition,

the following would also indicate

a component outage

in,most

cases:
*

position

indicator

lights

above

control

switch

(would

he out

if

power is removed)
a

switch handle position (e.g.

"pull-to-lock" position for. some pumps).

Some examples of components monitored in this manner are MOV's 1865A, B, and
C in the accumulator discharge lines, MOV's 1862A and B in LPIS pump suction
lines, and'the diesel qenerators.
In addition, all pumps in the ESF systems
considered in this e'•luation-:are monitored in this manner,

as positioning the

control switch in'the "pull-to-lock"-position will produce an annunciator.

4i

This monitoring
plant,

primarily

information

because

to the

annunciator is

and
of

tagging
the

scheme

several

operator.

Even

initially actuated is

is

the most

different

though

the

mechanisms
audible

no longer present,

also tagged.

The use of tags on control

in the

which

alarm

convey

when

the

the illuminated window

should improve operator awareness of a component outage
window is

effective

particularly if

-

switches,

the

or labels on

annunciators supplements the position indicator lights and annunciator lights.
They are generally more visible and often provide some explanation as tothe
reason for the outage.

In addition,

such labels can explain outages which may

not be reflected by the indicator lights alone (i.e.,

a component may be in

its correct position and so indicated by the display, but unable to change its
position if required for system response).
The effectiveness of tags on the
control

switches might

subject

plant.

be enhanced

if

more uniform

in the

Often the notes are scraps of paper taped to the display and

might be confused with other informational
console.

labels were used

In this regard,

the

messages which are affixed to the

flags utilized on the J-handle pump controls

(Figure 4.8) are much more effective than notes taped to the console.

The use

of a uniformly shaped and colored label or tag for the control switches should
improve operator awareness of component outage.
Annunciator and Meter Reading.

This type of monitoring is

RWST and

taken

CST,

which

are never

out of service,* and the

which are limited to a four hour outage by the LCO.
outer

console

and

thus

difficult

to

Presumably these would be labeled if
tenance.

In the

were drained,

it

behind

the

inner

prior

the

startup,

operator

verifying CST and PWST level,

console.

a tank or accumulator was out for mainan

annunciator

window would

Hence,

on the annunciator

must complete

a

check

window.
list

Again,

Furthermore,
which

as well as clear the annunciator panel.

the unlikely event that these tanks are not refilled,

be

if the tank

is expected that an annunciator window would be lit.
would be placed

in

from

accumulators

The meters are on the

a high or low level trip were reached.

presumably a label
to

read

case of the CST or RWST,

illuminated only if

used only for the

includes
Hence,

this condition

is

likely to be discovered during pre-startup checkout.
*In practice, one tank could be taken out of service due to the presence of a
backup CST, as well as the capability to use the CST or RWST of the other
unit at the plant.
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likely he annunciated by hi/lo,

Accumulator outages would
and level

alarms.

In. addition,

annu-ciator

expected,

the 1865 MOV's in the discharge lines

and

the MOV

display would

be tagged.

If

the accumulator outage monitoring effectiveness is

Furthermore,

the

Crriticaliity anrd

,ould

This would actuate the "SI Valve Out of Position" (Figure

probably be closed.
4.4)

pressifro

accumulators

appear

Power Operation

on

the

check-list

"

"Minimum

which must

this occurs,

as

greatly enhanced.

Equipment

List

be completed

for

at. each

shift change.
Taqged Console Display.
in this

This technique is the same as the first method listed

section except that there is

component

unavail-ability.

technique

is

no annunciator to alert the operator to

Hence,

it

used for many MOV's.

is

somewhat

less

effective.

Examples of components monitored

This
in this

manner are MOV 102 and SOV 102 in the steam lines for the turbine drive of the
turbine driven AF14 pump;

and the BIT inlet valves,

MOV's 1867A and B, which

admit flow from the charging pumps to the BIT during HPIS operation.
Console Display.
be

tagged

when

As noted in Section 4.1.2.4,
the

component

is

out

for

some control displays may not

maintenance.

There

instances where valves may be used to isolate another component
which is

being serviced

these cases,
operator

and the valve control

display

is

not

are

other

(e.g.

pump)

labeled.

In

the only display of component status immediately available to the

are

the position

indicator

position or are out (power

lights.

removed),

If these

indicate

an abnormal

then the operator may be aware that tile

valve is out of service.
Because of the absence of a visible tag on the console display, this
monitoring technique is
is because

considered less effective than a tagged display.

indicator lights may blend

overlooked.

Furthermore

there is

when the indicator bulbs burn out.
category are all
. inner console.)

in

with the

panel

always the potential

This

noise and could be
for misinterpretation

Finally, the displays which fall

into this

located on the outer console (wall behind the bench board or

and therefore.are less, easily, and less frequently.observed.from,,.

the operator's normal work station behind the inner console.
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In the case noted above, where a valve is used to isolate another
component,

presumably that component would be tagged,

and an experienced

operator would recognize that the isolation valve would also be unavailable
even though they are not tagged.

However,

the absence of a tag on the control

room display could increase the likelihood that this valve is notreturned to
its proper condition for operation after maintenance has been completed.*
Based on the usual procedures for returning a component to service (See
Section 4.1.2.4),

the presence of a label on the control room display would

serve as an additional reminder,

if

the valve were inadvertently left in the

wrong position.
As discussed is Section 4.1.2.3, this

Boron Heat Tracing Monitoring System.
system is very ineffective.

Because of the frequent heat tracing faults, this
a human factors

system is virtually ignored by the operators.

Furthermore,

evaluation of this technique indicates that it

is much less effective than the

others used in the plant.
Figure 4.6 is

As noted in Section 4.1.2.1, the display shown in

located on a separate panel on the side of the control room.

This location is relatively ineffective for purposes of status monitoring.
is not within the operator's view when performing routine duties.
its distance from the normal work station is

It

Furthermore

such that the indication of a

fault is difficult to recognize, even when looking directly at the panel.

This

is due to the nature of the monitoring technique in which a small red light
brightens when a fault Occurs.

This increased intensity over the normal

illumination of the bulb can be difficult to discern from a distance

-

particularly since the bulb intensity levels for the unfaulted condition are
not consistent.
No Control Room Indication.

There are some components in the ESF systems that

have no status indication in the control room.
valves or other passive components.

These are generally manual

-Presumably the status of these components

is not displayed because the operator has no remote control capability.
Hence,

they were not considered necessary in the design of the reactor control

In cases where maintenance involves ESF components which must be tested
before returning to service, such errors would be detected during the
verification testing.
However, it is also possible that testing the system
with a valve in the incorrect position could damage the system and thus
extend the outage.
Thus a tag on the control room display would reduce the
likelihood of this occurrence.
*
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room.

As would be expected this is the least effective means of status
monitoring.
For these components, the only information on component status'or
valve positions would be from entries in the log book or in some cases a note
might be affixed to. the console to alert the-operator of the condition. A
group of manual valves are checked locally on a weekly basis. Hence the
operator has reasonable assurance that these valves are in their correct
positions and will not be inadvertently left in an incorrect position for an

extended period. However, whether or not this check list is routinely
reviewed by the operator is uncertain.
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General Observations.

The following are some general observations pertaining

to control room disign which are relative to the effectiveness of the existing
status monitoring system.
Most of the annunciator windows are black with white lettering.
Only the few "first out" windows are white with black lettering.

The black

background makes the illuminated windows difficult to locate and read from the
operator's normal work station behind the inner consol.

A design with black

lettering on a white background would be much more effective.

Another factor

which can detract from the effectiveness of the illuminated annuciator window
for status monitoirng is the background 'noise'
continually illuminated.

from other windows which are

recent more stringent operating

As an example,

procedures require the RWST to be filled above the high level annunciator set
point.

Hence,

this window is

Situations such as this contribute

always lit.

to a significant amount of background noise on the annunciator panel.

This

interference decreases the effectiveness of those annunciators which display
important information to the operator.
Another aspect of the annunciator panel design which detracts from
the effectiveness of this status monitoring technique is the lack of specificity
In some instances, one annunciator is used to
for certain annunciators.
represent several off normal conditions.
One such example is the "SI VVS OUT
OF POSITION" annunciator illustrated in Figure 4.4.

When this alarm occurs,

the operator must check the individual console displays to determine which of
11 MOV's is misaligned.

plant.

As noted earlier, one control room is used for both units at the
While the control room design is segregated, the same audible sound is

used for the annunciators for each unit.
room it

From some locations in the control

is difficult to determine wheter an alarm originates from the Unit 1

or Unit 2 annunciator boards.
There is not indication on the panel as to the correct valve position
when the valve is

in its standby condition.

Since some valves are open and

others must be colsed, there is a mixture of red and green lights which are
illuminated.

The operator must know the correct valve positions (as would be

expected for an experienced operator),

or else consult the shift change check
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list or operating procedures to verify correct valve position. This type of
display is less effective than the use of a uniform color ("green board"
approach) to represent proper system alignment.* As noted previously, the
operators rely on the display indicator lights to give component status
informati.on.

Generally when.,

Although the uniformcolor approach may be more effective for status
monitoring, it could cause some difficulties when performing tests and other
routine operations.
Indicator light colors no longer correspond to a
specific component state. Hence, a green light may mean valve open in some
cases and closed in others. This inconsistency could be a source of confusion
for operators when performing routine operations.
*
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a

compoerTit

is

out

of

service,

both

indicator

liqhts

unavailability is indicated by the absence of signal.
to

enhance

operator

condition.

awareness

would be

the

%ill be

on

indicator

lights is

use of tags

also a

Ilence

A more effective method
to

The use of tags was found to be inconsistent.

of reliance

out.

potential

"highlight"

the

The current method

cause of confusion

as

burned out bulbs could be misleading.

A "press to test" cap.bility would he

an

bulbs.

effective

way

to

identify

failed

Currently

the

operator

could

mistake a failed bulb for a racked out breaker (unless the display is tagged).
In addition to the combination of display design

and tagging,

the

relative location of the individual displays on the consoles can influence the
monitoring

effectiveness.

components

may be the same,

difference

in the effectiveness of transmitting

Thus even though the monitoring technique for two
the

placement

on the control

Priorities can be established by location as well
components evaluated

in this study,

pinel

can make

a

information to the operator.
as display design.

the only distinct differentiation

For the
in this

regard is the placement of certain, less frequently operated valve controls on
the outer console rather than directly in front of the operator on the inner
console.
The controls

and displays

for

generally grouped together on the console,
For example,

there are

no demarcation

the

lines separating

controls are located with the volume control
operation

ESF

systems

are

but the boundaries are not defined.

systems which are adjacent on the console.
than the HPIS component displays.

different

the controls

For the HPIS,

for two

the charging pump

system component displays,

rather

This may not be the most effective for HPIS

and status monitoring display,

but it

is

definitely more efficient

for normal operation which requires charging pump operation for volume control.
4.1.4

Comparison of Monitoring Effectiveness and Importance
The final

step in the ESF status monitoring system evaluation was a

comparison of the effectiveness of the monitoring technique utilized for each
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component vith its importance as presented in Table 4.2 and 4.3.
be deterinined

if

the componrlnt

and the effectiveness of the manner

there is

a

correspbndence

relative to other components.
relative

effectiveness

Section 4.1.3.

It

is

It can then

between the risk significance
in which it

of

monitored,

is

important to reemphasize that only the

of the monitoring

techniques

has *heen determined

in

!o judgments have been made as to the acceptability of any one

.- approach.- -Even-though one technique-is t-elati'vely less effective than another
method,

does not

following

imply that

discussion

it

is

presents

ineffective

the

results

of

for
this

status monitoring.
comparison.

attention is given to those systems and components where there is

The

Particular
an apparent

inconsistency between the monitoring approach and its importance.
One aspect of the status monitoring system design which leads to the
greatest inconsistencies is the lack of system level monitoring in the control
room.

Currently,

individual

the operator

component

less. efficient

and

must determine

information.
less

As noted in

expedient

indication of system status.

method

the

system

status

Section 4.1.3,

than

using

a

from

this is

single,

a much

effective

Although knowledqe of the availab'ililty of the

components comprising a given system is often very important information,
most

important

information

the

required

by the operator

system will perform its intended function if

is

the

whether or not the

its use is requi.red.

An examination of the "very important" components in Table 4.3 shows
that many are not monitored in the most effective manner.
manual valves and MOV's 1890A,
in the control room.
and,

unless

checklist,

In fact all

of the

B, and C in the LPIS are not monitored at all

The operator has no knowledge of their current position,

an entry has been made

in the log book

or the shift turnover

there is no indication of outage for maintenance.
In

the

case

of

the

manual

valves,

isolate other components (generally pumps)

their

primary

purpose

is

in their respective systems.*

to
They

should always be open at other times and are not required to change position
should

system

operation

be

initiated.

Hence,

from

the

viewpoint

of

the

*In some cases, the LCO preclude closure of these valves during operation,
and thus ,they are only closed for maintenance purposes at plant shutdown.
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control

room designer.,

there

is

no need

for

remote

control

capability,

and

thus no reason for adding an additional display to an already crowded control
room.

These

component),
is

valves

must

be

open

operation

approach

this

is

understandable,

situations are likely to be recognized
period

it

does

of

time

during

The

1890

MOV's

which

in

the

However,

the LPIS

The

position of these valves.
which

position

is

are

inspected

verified.

although

closure.

it

locally

of

it

continuous

no

It

is

to

1890C

These

but there is

knowledge

of

this

to his attention.
on

the

inner

console,

in Section 4.1.2.3 (1890 A and B are

so

1890C

tagged

Since closure

has

have displays

operator

Valve

is

a

inspection,

has no way of knowing

These valves do not appear

in-service in;rection program.
plant,

provide

power has been removed from these valves,

lights are out.

a

inadvertently left in the closed

operator

similar to the other MOV's as described
key activated).

not

at the local

condition and there is no means to bring it

valves

isolatinq

mistakenly closed during operation.

position after maintenance* or is

indicator

not

inherently knows the status of these valves.

indication to the operator of a valve that is

some

(when

and given that there is a periodic check of the valve position,

considr-red that the operator

While

during

it
is

is

the current

in the checklist,

uncertain

tested

hence the

how frequent

quarterly

the

also located near similar valves in

the

disables

the

the

possibility

LPIS,

it

is

part

their
of

minimize

as

for

of

accidental

assumed

that

no

activities which require extended period of valve closure are permitted during
operation.

Valves

However,

they

initial

period

restored.

are

1890A

and

normally

B are
closed

utilized
(as

after a large break),

cold

for
leg

LPIS

hot

leg

injection

is

and can only be opened

In order to open these from the control

injection.

required

for

after power

is

room (after restoration of

power) the operator must obtain a key from the shift supervisor to operate the
selector
these

switch.

valves

in

It
the

is

uncertain

open

position

increasing the LPIS unavailability.

if

any maintenance
and

thus

However,

activity would

contribute
there is

to

the

risk

by

the possibility that

they miqht be left open following testing.
*In many instances, testing of a system is performed immediately after
maintenance, and thus valve closure would be detected.
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leave

As noted in Section 4.1.3, the LCO preclude operation without *the
CST and the RWST.
Thus, although they are the most important components i-n
the plant., they wouild certainly not be taken out-of-service intentionally.
durinq operation.
If they were but-'of-service during shutdown, the operator
would be alerted to this condition by the annunciator board (which must be
cleared before start-up), and by the completion of the "Minimum Equipment List
for Criticality.and Poower Operation" .if this list Js completed'carefully as.
required

~b procedures).

A more likely cause of unavailability for these"

water sources is the closure of the manual valves in the ESF pump suction
lines.* In these instances, the tanks may be indicated as ready by the level
measurements (and hence no annunciator lights'on), but the flow can not reach
the respective systems due to valve closure.
As noted previously, none of
these manujal valves are monitored in the control room.
The
annunciators

accumulators

are

analagous

to the CST' and

rnd meters are used to monitor availability.

RWST
However,

in

that
unlike

these components, the valves in the discharge lines are well monitored, (1865
A, B, and C) would presumably be closed during accumulator outage. Closure of
these valves would also trigger another 'annunciator as 'well as the indication
from

the

MOV

console

display.

Thus

for

most

accumulator

outages,

the

component status monitoring is the most effective in the plant.
The Boron Injection Tank (BIT) is another component
operation.
It also appears on the pre-startup check list.
status of this tank is not directly monitored,

if

it

required for
Although the

were out-of-service the

inlet and outlet MOV's (1867A, B, C, and D) would almost certainly be closed
and their displays, tagged.
Furthermore, annunciators which monitor tank
temperature would likely be illuminated.
This combination is determined to. be
thle most effective type of monitoring technique in the plant.
Another component which is determined to be very risk significant is
the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump.
There are no displays in the
control room which give the status of this component.
Should .the turbine
*A]l of these manual. valves appear in the "very important" category of Table
4.3, except the two valves in the motor driven AFW pump suction lines (valves
XV168 and XV183).
These valves have an importance of 1.8, and thus just
beneath the cut-off selected for this, category.
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drive or the pump be out for maintenance,

remind

the

indication

operator
would

he

of this
an

condition.

indirect

one.

feedwater pump were out for maintenance,

the shift turnover checklist w-.ould

On

the control

panels,

If

the

driven

both MOV 102 and SOV 102 (w,.,hich admit

steam to the turbine) ,would be closed and electric
valves.

Thus,

turbine

the only
auxiliary

power removed from these

the indicator lights for these valves 'would both he out.

From

this, the operator can deduce that the turbine driven pump is unavailable.
It
is unlikely that the valve displays would be labeled to indicate the specific
reason for the valve closures.
Thus the status of a very important component
is mionitored ineffectively compared to most other components in the plant.
Having

addressed most of the components

in the

"very

important"

category, it is also instructive to examine the other extreme.
Of particular
interest are those components whose outage has essentially no impact on risk,
hut yet are monitored very effectively relative to other components.
There
are several

instances of this condition in the control room.
One example is
MOV 102 in the steam supply line to the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater
pump.
Valve outage would be indicated by. the position of the control switch
on the inner console, indicator lights (both out), and a tag on the control
switch handle.
However, the risk based importance calculations show that the
unavailability

of

this

valve

has no

significant

effect

on the core melt

frequency.

Here again, it is important to note that the current monitoring
scheme was based on other considerations in addition to safety.
The control
room designer was obviously striving for simplicity and uniformity using
identical

MOV control displays.

4.2

BWR ESF Systems Status Monitoring Evaluations

4.2.1

B1W1 System and Component Importance Results

Thus,

the status of many MOV's is monitored
in an identical manner, irrespective of their importance.

The accident sequences used to calculate the core melt frequency for
the

'WR are listed in Table 4.5.

These sequences were calculated
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in WASH-

Table 4.5
BWR CORE MELT SEQUENCES
WASH-1400 Accident
Sequence Designation
AE
AJ
Al
AHI

•Description
Large LOCA with Failure of Emergency Coolant Injection
Large LOCA with Failure of High Pressure Service Water
Large LOCA with Failure of Low Pressure Coolant Recirculation
Large LOCA with Failure of Core Spray Recirculation
System and subsequently Low Pressure Coolant
Recirculation.

SlE

Small LOCA with Failure of Emergency Coolant Injection
Small LOCA with Failure of High Pressure Service Water
Small LOCA with Failure of Low PressureCoolant
Recirculation

SlHI

Small LOCA with Failure of Core Spray Recirculation System
and subsequently Low Pressure Coolant Recirculation.
Small-Small LOCA with Failure of Emergency Coolant Injection

S2J

Small-Small LOCA with Failure of High Pressure Service
Water

S21

Small-Small LOCA with Failure of Low Pressure Coolant
Reci rculati on

S2HI

Small-Small LOCA with Failure of Core Spray Recirculation
System and subsequently Low Pressure Coolant
Reci rculati on.

TW

Transient with Failure of Power Conversion System and
Residual Heat Removal.System.

TC

Transient with Failure of Reactor Protection System

TQUV

Transient with Loss of Feedwater and Failure of High
Pressure Coolant Injection, Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling, and Low Pressure ECCS.
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1400(1) to have a nominal core melt frequency between approximately 10-5 and
10- 8 per year.

It

is important to note that the BWR core melt frequency is

dominated by the TC and TW accident sequences.

All other sequences have a

probability of occurrence at least two orders of magnitude less per year.

As

will be discussed later, these values from the base line risk assessment have
a very dominant influence on the results of the component and system risk
ranking presented in this section.
The important plant systems in these sequences which were evaulated
in this study are given in Table 4.6.

The acronyms used to refer to these BWR

systems are given in parentheses in this listing.

Using the methodology

described in Section 3, the importance of each system and the major components
in these systems was calculated.

The importance of each system is given in

Table 4.6, while the results for the major components are presented in Table
4.7.

Each component in Table 4.7 is listed as it

is

identified in Appendix II

of WASH-1400.

In most cases, the component numbers are the same as those used

at the plant.

Although all components listed on the WASH-1400 system diagrams

were considered in this analysis,

some have not been listed in the ranking

table to limit the table to a reasonable size.
BWR ESF systems,

such as MOV's and pumps,

All major components in the

which might have to be taken out of

service are included in Table 4.7.
The components listed in Table 4.7 have been grouped into three
categories based on the calculated importance ratios.

These groupings were

arbitrarily defined for the sole purpose of demonstrating the methodology.

There

was no intent to recommend or establish guidelines by quantifying the limits of
these categories.

Similar to the grouping used for the PWR, "very important"

components are those which increase the core melt frequency by more than a
factor of two.

"Moderately important" components are those with importance

greater than 1.1 but less than 2.0.
the third category.

Risk insignificant components comprise

As discussed in Section 4.1.1,

the expression of the

importance ratios in two significant figures is not intended to imply such a
level of precision; but rather to point out subtle differences which arise
using the WASH-1400 data.
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Table

4.6

BWR ESF SYSTEMS IMPORTANCE
Emergency

Service Water System

(ESWS)

High Pressure Service Water System (HPSWS)

2700
-.2700.

Low Pressure Coolant Recirculation System (LPCRS)
- including Residual Heat Removal Mode of Operation
- excluding Residual Heat Removal Mode of Operation
Low Pressure Coolant Injection System (LPCIS)

2700
54
9.7

Core Spray Injection System (CSIS)
- both trains
- one train

5.0

Automatic Depressurization System (ADS)

1.3

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (RCIC)

1.1

High Pressure Coolant Injection System (HPCIS)

1.1

Core Spray Recirculation System (CSRS)

1.0

Vapor Suppression System (VS)

1.0

Primary Containment System (PC)

l.O**

Secondary Containment System (SC)

1.O**

1.0

*

Importance is defined as the ratio of the core melt frequency with
the indicated system unavailable to the nominal WASH-1400 core melt
frequency.

**

The selection of core melt frequency as a measure of risk for this study
affects these values as containment integrity has negligible effect on
BWR core melt frequency. The use of other measures of risk would show
isolation to be more important.
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Table 4.7
BWR ESF COMPONENT RANKING
Very Important Components
Importance

Component (System)
Manual Valve 506 (ESWS)
MOV 2486 (HPSWS)
MOV's 15A and B (LPCIS),
MOV's 25A and B (LPCIS)
Manual Valves 81A and B (LPCIS)
Control Valves 46A and B (LPCIS)
MOV's 39A and B (LPCIS)
MOV 33 (LPCIS)
Condensate Storage Tank (RCICS, HPCIS)
MOV's 10-89A, B, C, and D (HPSWS)
Manual Valves VIlA and B (HPSWS)

2700
34
9.7
9.7
9.7
9.7
9.7
9.7
7.0
3.9
3.9

Moderately Important
Component (System)
HPSW Pumps (HPSWS)
MOV 2803 (HPSWS)
MOV's 15,16,18,20,21,27,30 and 131 (RCIC)
Turbine Driven.Pump (RCIC)
Turbine Stop and Control Valves (RCIC)
Manual Valves in RCIC pump suction and
Turbine Discharge Line (RCIC)
Oil Pump for Turbine Control Valve (RCIC)
MOV's 14,15,16,17,19.,20,21,29, and 31 (HPCI)
Turbine Driven Pump (HPCI)
Turbine Stop and Control Valves (HPCI)
Manual Valves in Pump Suction and
Turbine Discharge Lines (HPCI)
Oil Pump for Turbine Control Valve (HPCI)

Importance
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1

Unimportant

Components
(Importance = 1.0)

Component (System)
MOV's 7A, B, C, and D; 11A and B, 12A and B, and
26A and B (CSIS)
Pumps 37A, B, C, and D (CSIS)
Manual Valves 14A and B, and 63A, B, C, and D (CSIS)
Manual Valves V16A and B, and V8A, B, C, and D (CSIS)
ADS Valves (ADS)
MOV's 13A, B, C, and D (LPCIS)
Pumps 35A, B, C, and D (LPCIS)
MOV 20 (LPCIS)
Manual Valves 28A, B, C, and D (LPCIS)
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The effect of a few very domihant sequences is illustrated by the
results in Tables 4.6 and 4.7.

Because of the relatively high contribution of

the TW sequence to core melt frequency,

several components associated with

decay heat removal system operation are calculated to be amount the most
important.

In fact, with the exception of the CST,

all components in the "very

important" category contribute to increased risk due to outage.through the
TW sequence.

The most important component is manual valve 506 in the ESWS.

This valve is

in the single line which transports water from the discharge of

the LPCRS and CSRS pump compartment coolers to the discharge pond.

If this

normally locked-open valve were left closed, cooling for these rooms would be
lost in the event that use of the ESWS is

required.

This failure is assumed

to lead to overheating and failure of the LPCRS and CSRS pumps.

The loss of

these pumps leaves only the power conversion system for long term heat
removal.

Hence,

unavailability of LPCRS and CSRS greatly increases the

probability of the TW sequence,

as evidenced by the importance ratio of 2700.

MOV 2486 of the HPSWS is

located in the pipe which discharges

cooling water from the LPCRS heat exchangers into the discharge basin.
normally open.

It

is

If this valve should be left closed MOV 2803 must open to

redirect this water to the emergency cooling towers.

If this valve fails to

open heat removal from the torus is lost and the RHR system fails.

The other

HPSWS valves (10-89 abd V11 valves) in the "very important" category of Table
4.7 would eliminate half of the HPSWS if

taken out of service.

Hence,

only

two heat exchangers would be available for heat removal from the torus.
Outage of any of these valves increases the core melt frequency by a factor of
"4.

The LPCIS valves in the"very important" category of Table 4.7 each
have the capability to disable one train of the LPCIS if they are in an
incorrect position.

While this has a significant impact on the probabilities

for the large LOCA sequences,

the dominant effect is

again through the TW

sequence as one RHR train is lost.
The only component of the most important group that does not appear
in the systems associated with the TW sequence is the CST.
water to both the RCIC and HPCI systems.
sequences,

Here again,

it

This tank supplies

is not the LOCA

but rather the transient sequence TQUV which is the major
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contributor

to

increased

risk

from

CST

outage.,

For

thi;s,:'seque~nce,

unavailability of the :CST disables allIform of makeup at 'high pressiure,

thus

requirinq the use of the ADS and low pressure ECI systems.

4.2.2

BWR Monitoring Techniques
This section describes the status monitoring .sc~heme used- in, the- BWR

The discussion is organized similar to the PWR
considered in this study.
discussion, addressing the control room design, the specific component
displays, and administrative procedures.
4.2.2.1

Control Poom Layout
Like the PWR, the BWR plant has two units (designated 2 and 3),

each

The control room is segregated with each
operated from the same control room.
A diesel control panel is
unit ,-ontrolled from a different half of the room.
located in the center of' the room as both units share the. four diesel
Each unit has a reactor operator, while operation of the entire
generators.
.control room is overseen by the control or chief operator whose work station
Again, similar to the
is behind the diesel panel at the center of the room.
the main controls are located on a benchboard or inner console, directly
The wall behind this contains meters,
in front of the reactor operator.
PWR,

recorders,

and

controls

and

displays

for

other

components

utilized

less

In contrast to the PWR, the controls and displays
for most of the ESF systems are located on separate panels which are on the
frequently by the operator.

wall behind the main consoles.

Hence, they are not within the operators'

view

There is a separate panel for each
during routine plant control operations.
system .and separate annunciator panels above the ECCS panels which respond- to
Annunciator boards for the remainder
off-normal conditions in those systems.
of the plant are on the opposite wall above the outer console.
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ESF Systnl ; Level Monitoring

4. 2. 2. 2

for

The P114P evaluated in this study has no system level monitoring
the

systems

-SF

listed

in

4.6.

Table

There

are

no

single

indicators

or

annunciators in the control room which explicitly alert the operator to system
unavailability a,

a result of component outages.
component

system state from the individu'al
are

in

described

following

the

status monitoring displays,
This

is

task

in Section 4.2.2.3).

aid (discussed

operation;al

section.

The operator must infer the

However,

which
by

expedited

an

the operator must

still review the component displays on each ESF system panel.
The shift turnover check lists also require the operator to verify
system status (see Section 4i2.2.4)

at each shift change.

However,

this only

serves to periodically update the operator and does not inform the operator at
the moment the outage occurs.
4.?.2.3

Component flisplays in Control Room
Four different types of displays are used to control

status of the components

in the RWR ESF systems.

or monitor the

Table 4.3 summari zes these

techniqur-s and gives examples of ESF system components that are monitored by
each method.
components
detailed

A comprehensive
evaluated

by

this

description

of

these

listing of the displays utilized for the major
investigation
methods

is

is

given

provided

in

in

relative effectiveness of these displays in conjunction
and labels is

type

red

for open)

of display was

valves.

this

II.

section.

A
The

with the use of tags

presented in Section 4.2.3.

Position Indicator Lights.
for closed,

Appendix

used

This display consists of a pair of lights (green
with a label which identifies the component.
for

certain

air

operated

An example of this monitoring technique is

The plant operators have developed an operational

and

some

check

presented in Figure 4.12.

aid to assist the operator

in quickly assessing the status of a given component.
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valves

This

A green or red circular

Table 4.8
BWR ESF SYSTEM COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING METHODS

Moni~toring Technique *
Position Indicator L.ights

Example Components

RCIC.Turbine Control Valve
Manual-Valves 81 A&B in LPCI Injection Lines
Manual Valves 14 A&B in CSIS Injection Lines
Control Valves 46 A&B in LPCI Injection Lines

Position Indicator Lights
and Control Switch

MOV's 15 & 16 in HPCI Turbine Steam Supply Line
MOV 17 in HPCI Pump Suction Line
MOV's 7 A,B,C,&D in CSIS Pump Suction Lines
MOV's 2486 & 2803 in HPSW Discharge Lines.

Position Indicator Lights
and Control Switch with
Annunciator

ADS Valves
LPCI Pumps**
1,,JV 20 in Cross-tie Line between LPCI Trains
CSIS Pumps**

Meter with Annunciator

Condensate Storage Tank

No Indication in Control
Room

HPCI Pump and Booster Pump
'Manual Valves 63 A,B,C, & D in CSIS Pump Discharge
Lines
Manual Valve 506 in ESWS

*

Detailed descriptions of these techniques with illustrative photographs are
given in Section 4.2.2.3.

**

Some (but not all) outages produce an alarm.
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MANUAL VMLVL

L"

1•I0-8IA

,

,,

TESTABLE CHECK

VALVE DISCH"
AO-10-46A

Figure 4.12

BWR Position Indicator Light
Displays

Figure 4.13

BWR MOV and Pump Control Switch Displays

sticker is
of this

The color,.

placed bQtw1:.,n. the two indicator li.qhts on each display.

dot

should

component. is
the status

c"),',,,,

with the color of the

in its c0t,,f:ct standby position.
of each E;

';,vsterm

ill uminated

I iiht

iheu

t.he

The operator can rapidly check

by ensurinig that the colors of the illuminated

indicator liqhts match tihose of the associated stickers for each component on
a given panel.,
Position Indicator Linhli., with Control Switch.
position
operate

indicator
a

operator

liql1,ls just

pump or valv,,.
if

components

the compono,1,in Table 4./

described

This display consists

as

well

The aforementioned
is

in its correct

as

a

selector

operational
position.*

were monitored in this manner.

of the

switch

to

tell

the

aid will

The majority of the
Figure 4.13 shows an

example of this type of dlisplay.
Annunciators.

AnnunciaIthrs are also used to alert the operator to the outLage

of some comiponents.
the component
occurs.

is

*111-e supplement the control display noted above.

initidlly taken out of service,

By acknowled(qitl, the annunciator,

an audible and visual

the audible signal

is

When
alarm

terminated,

hut the appropriate winl,tv on theannunciator board remains illuminated.

This

provides

some

additional

components.
Meters.
and

to

the

operator

of

the

unavailability

of

Some typic,1l annunciator windows are shown in Figure 4.14.

In addition to tihe above status monitoring methods,

recorders

monitored

not Ice

which

throughout

Privide measurements
th1. plant.

t
which can reflect the '. itus.

of

the

These meters

of components

many

provide

or systems.

the CST water level mett,, shown in Figure 4.15.

there are meters

parameters
important

which

are

information

One such example

is

For the components considered

in this study, meter reilings are not the only means by which this information
is

available to the OP•,.itor.

For example,

the CST also has an annunciator to

alert the operator to a l,1w water level condition.
*Even if incorrectly P0 J',1tioned, some valves are automaticallyr realigned when
the particular ESF sy;t1 .,,
is activated.
Hence, the indicator lights do not
1
necessarily
.
formation o.n component- availability-.
This-is.
accomplished by the taqlling procedure discussed in Section 4.2.2.4.
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Maintenance and Administrative Procedures

4.2.2.4

Maintenance
operator

o,

procedures

play a very important role in informing the
This

outanes.

component

11owever,

are

also

important

in

this

conveying

information

of these

The effectiveness

and shift turnover Procedures
to

the

plant

operators.

in this section for the BWR plant which was

These subjects will be described
evaluated.

checklists,

log books,

through

room displays when a componert

the placement of tagIs and labels on the control
is unavailable.

primarily

origitiates

awareness

in the overall

procedures

monitoring

scheme is addressed in Section 4.2.3.
procedures

Numerous
maintenance

activities.

In

been

have

addition,

for

Even these general

understanding

the

scheme.

monitoring

role
Hence

direct

to

these

only

a

plant

a *standard

plants for taking components out of

procedures contain more detail
of

most

utility has

the operating

"blocking procedure" which is used at all
service.

prepared

procedures

brief

summary

than is

in

the

BWR

of

the

usual

necessary

plant

status

routine

is

presented in this section.
A request
problem,can

for., maintenance,

be initiated by anyone

such as a leaky valve is

whether

routine

in the plant.

spotted, the component is

tag and a maintenance request form completed.

or

to

For example,

if

correct. a
a problem

tagged locally with a white

The form and bottom half of the

tag are transmitted to the shift supervisor, who reviews the request and, takes
the

action

to

initiate

repair.

noting any special restrictions
.supervisor provides the specific
then delivered

to

the control

The engineering
or

room.;

when to take the component

permit..

This permit is

The

and

to be followed.
control

room

the

work

group

The request

operator

Out of service and writes

is

makes the

a local

work

given to the "floor operator" who-blocks and tags the

necessary to perform the work.*

room on the displays of all
outage.

requirements,

procedures

decision
valves

test

staff reviews the request

Tags are also placed

in the control

valves and components involved in the maintenance

Specific. tags are used. for different, purposes..

*Rlocking may also be done remotely from the control room.
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Figure..4.16 shows, the

I

INFORMATION
SIGNED

DATE

b) Information Tag (white) - provides information to operator about an off normal
.condition.

a) Caution Tag (yellow) - provides infor-

mation to operator about off normal

condition and warns of special considerations or consequences if the
component is to be used.

DEFICIENCY REPORTED
3IRF. No ......................
By ...........................
No .....................
-WVice
Problem : .....................

d) Deficiency Sticker (yellow) - used
when a deficiency has been identified,
but equipment has not been taken out
of service (blocked).

c) Blocking Tag (red) - informs operator
that component is out of service and is
not to be operated.

e) Blocking Tag (red) - informs operator that component
is out of service and is not to be operated.
Figure 4.16. Tags Used in BWR Control Room.
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different tags used in the control room.

The red octagonal tag tells the

operator not to operate the tagged component,

and is

switch handles in most maintenance situations.

placed on the control

Figure 4.17 shows the

placement of one of these tags-on a pump control display.

Adhesive labels are

affixed to annunciator windows or meters to alert the operator when a safety
related component deficiency is

present, but the component has yet to be

blocked (and thus tagged) and the deficiency is not obvious by other means of
component status monitoring.

These deficiency stickers (shown in Figure

4.16) are often used for unreliable or inaccurate indicator readings.
Deficiency stickers are not recorded on the maintenance request form and there
are not specific procedures to ensure their removal.

They are generally

removed during testing after the condition has been repaired.
Following completion of the work, the maintenance request form is
signed off by the mechanic and returned to the control room.
operator then directs removal of the block and tags.

The control room

This direct involvement

of the operator in isolating components and returning them to operation
enhances operator awareness of component outages.
The shift turnover procedures observed at the BWR are very similar
to those discussed in Section 4.1.2.4 for the PWR.
and a visual review of each ESF panel is performed.

Checklists are completed
The panel walkdown at

shift change should identify most cases of incorrect component status.

The

effectiveness of this review is enhanced by the color coded stickers used to
indicated the correct component position or status (See Section 4.2.2.3).

The

checklist appears to be a formality that documents the panel status as reviewed
during the walkdown.
afterward.

It

is

not completed during the actual walkdown but

The control room reactor operator (for each unit), the chief

operator, and the shift supervisor each have separate checklists.
are presented in "Figures- 4.*18, 4.19,

and 4.20 respectively.

These lists

As these lists

illustrate, key component outages are reviewed at three different levels
during each shift change.
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Figure 4.17

Placement of a Blocking Tag in
BWR Control Room (Caution Tag
is Visible beneath Blocking Tag)
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One aspect of the shift change procedures

unique to the RWR was a

hrief meeting of the entire operating crew prior to shift turnover.
operator hriefly summarizes the
areas of special concern.

there is

in, th6 LSF systems that

are

suction valve and FSWS manual
to start-up,

noting-any problems or

This occurs prior to the ESF panel review.

Unlike the PWR,

prior

status of both units,

The chief

no periodic,

local check of manual

valves

not inonitored

in-the. control

valve 506).

These valve positions are checked

but not routinely during

operation.

room, (e.g.,
Hence,

if

RCIC

a manual

valve were inadvertantly left in an incorrect position the operator would have
no

knowledge

Furthermore,
after

of

such

there

is

maintenance.

discovered
system.

condition

for

no independent
In

during
However,

a

which

considerable

period

verification of correct

many cases,

testing,

a

these types

is

required

valve positions

of errors

after

of time.

would

maintenance

likely be
on

an

ESF

performing a test with a valve in the wrong position could

cause damage to the system, thus extending the outage.
4.2.3

HumanFactors Evaluation of Status Monitoring Approach
During the plant visit to acquire information on how each component

was

monitored,

technique

review

discussed

evaluation
and

a

in

was performed

not make

assessm~i.ts

judqments
were

based

of

the

relative

Section

4.2.2.?

effectiveness
and

4.?.2.3

of

was

each

perforned.

design is

that

This

only to compare the different monitoring techniques
on

the overall

primarily

on

acceptability
the

of the system.

observations

of

a

specialist who was part of the team which visited the plants.
emphasized

monitoring

a detailed

human

factors

beyond the scope of this work,

investigation
and is

human
It

These
factors

should be

of the control

not considered

room

necessary to

provide the qualitative observations required for this investigation.
As

noted

in

Section

monitoring in the BWR control

4.2.2.2,

room.

there

is

no

system

level

status

The operator must determine the status of

the ESF systems by checking the status of the individual
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components.

Hence,

each display for the components comprising
see if
dots

it'

is

available.

between

the

This process is

indicator

Iiqhts

component (see Section 4.2.2.3).
information

The

room whose outage,
control

while in fact it
effective

However,

enhanced

by the use of the colored

indicate

the correct

state of 'the

this approach may not give correct

in all cases as there are some components which are not monitored

in the control
system.

which

a given system must be checked to

than

displays

was degraded
a

single

or incorrect

could

indicate

or disabled.

indication

high priority in the hierarchy

Hence,

a system was, available,
this method is

much less
is

given a

room status monitoring techniques.

each of the monitoring techniques observed

in the plant for the ESF system components is
decreasing

that

of system availabi0lity which

of control

In the remainder of this section,

configuration could disable a

relative effectiveness.

evaluated separately in order of

Followinq these assessments,

some general

observations pertaining to various aspects fo the status monitoring system are
presented.
Taqged COnsole Display with Annunciator.
components in the ESF systems.

It

is

This technique

is

used

for

several

typified by the following indications of

component outage
*

illuminated annunciator window which may have an adhesive deficiency
sticker

*

tag on the control switch on the console display..

For most maintenance

activities

power

would be removed

beinq repaired and the MOVs which isolate them.
would both be out.

In other instances,

with the colored dot,

and control

incorrect position,

Hence,

from the components
the indicator lights

the indicator lights,

by comparison

switch handle position may also indicate an

or outage of the component.

However,

the operator relies

principally on the tag as an indication of component status.
This
plant,

monitoring

primarily

information

to

because

and
of

the operator.

tagginq
the

scheme

two

Even
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is

the most

different

thouqh

the

effective

displays
audible

which

alarm

in

the

convey

when

the

annunciator is

initially actuated is

no longer present,

the.illuminated window

should improve operator awareness of a component outage - particularly if
window is-also tagged with a deficiency sticker.
switches,

the

The use of tags on control

or labels on annunciators supplements the position indicator lights
They are much more visible than the lights.

and annunciator lights.

provide some explanation-as

to the reason for the outage.

and often
such

In addition,

labels can explain 'outages which may not be reflected by the indicator lights
alone
the

(i.e.,

a component may be in its correct

di';,lay,

hut

response).

The

unable
use

to

of

change

its

uniformly

position and so indicated by

position

shaped

and

if

required

colored

tags

for

for

s vstem

different

component status conditions adds to the effectiveness of these control
tags.

For

example,

the

component

is

inoperable,

component

is

available,

red

octagonal

while
but

the

there

operator should be aviare of if

during operation,

as

service,

the

labeled.

is

tag

some special

Of

This is

the

operator
may be

that

used

if

the
the

information of which the

components

assessed,

this

approach

never intentionally taken out of service

The tank status is

Low level

recorder

yellow caution

the

unless the HPCI and RCIC systems are aligned to take suction

from the Unit 3 CST.
measur'ement,

tells

he utilizes that component.

Annunciator and Meter Reading.
applies only to the CST.

tag

switch

well

as

would he indicated on a meter (see Figure 4.15)

the

annunciator

In those

indirectly monitored by water level

annunciator
window

and

panel.

Should

perhaps

the

instances where the CST is

pre-startup checklist

the

tank

CST level

be

meter

and a

out

for

would

be

drained during- shutdown,

which requires verification of adequate CST level

the
would

also alert the operator in the unlikely event that the tank is not refilled.,
Tagged Console Olisplay.
that

there

ability.
many MOV's.

is

no

Hence,

This technique is

annunciator
it

is

Specific

to alert

the same as the previous one except
the

operator

somewhat less effective.
examples

to

component

This technique

include the displays

is

unavailused for

for MOV's in the

steam

supply lines for the RCIC and HPCI turbines and MOV. 2486 which admits HPSW to
the discharge basin..
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Tagged Console Display Without Control Switch,

As noted in Section 4.2.2.3,

some valves have only position indicator lights on the console and no selector
switch. For these displays, the larger more prominent tags cannot be used.
Instead, the smaller deficiency stickers are used to indicate component
outage. This monitoring technique is judged to be somewhat less effective
than the displays with the selector switches due to the smaller labels which
must be used. Examples of components monitored in this fashion are control
valves 46A and B in the LPCI injection lines, and the HPCI turbine control
valve.
It is worth noting that as long as the blocking procedures are
followed, any component which has a control switch on the ESF panel would be
tagged or labeled if it is taken out of service or rendered unavailable by
isolating another component.

For those components monitored only by a pair of

indicator lights, the procedures are less rigorous. Although no specific
examples could be identified, interviews with the operators indicated that
these displays may not always be labeled, if they are disabled during
maintenance.
In the absence of a label, component unavailability would be
indicated by valve position (illuminated indicator light does not match
color of the sticker), or absence of indicator lights (power'removed).
The
latter of these two conditions is much less effective as discussed in Section
4.1.3.
No Control Room Indication. There are some components in the ESF systems that
have no status indication in the control room. These are generally manual
valves or other passive components.
Presumably the status of these components
is not displayed because of the operator has no remote control capability.
Hence, they were not considered necessary in the design of the reactor control
room.

As would be expected, this is the least effective means of status

monitoring.

For these components, the only information on component status or
valve positions would be from entries in the log book, or in some cases, a note
might be affixed to the console to alert the operator of the condition. A
group of manual valves are checked locally 'prior to reactor startup, but there
are no further checks of manual valve positions during operation.
A very
important example of a manual valve that is not monitored in the control room
is ESWS valve 506 which is in the discharge line leading from the heat
exchangers in the reactor building to the discharge pond.
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General Observations.
previously,

In addition to the specific displays-discussed

some general observations pertaining to control room design which

are relative to the effectiveness of the existing status monitoring system
were made during the plant visit.

These are discussed briefly in the

remainder of this section.
As noted in Section 4.2.2.1,

*

the ESF-panels are located behind the

operator and thus not within his field ofvision when performing routine plant
operations.

Furthermore,

the individual displays on the ECCS panels are

difficult to distinguish from the operator's normal work station.

The ECCS

annunciator windows are also difficult to read from this position.
these panels,
However,

To check

the operator must walk to the back wall of the control room.

when examining these displays or utilizing the ESF controls,

his back

is to the remainder of the plant controls and instrumentation displays.
panels themselves are well-organized functionally.
for each system.

The

A separate panel is provided

There appears to be no differentiation of component impor-

tance by the location of the different control displays on each ESF panel.
The use of a mixture of red and green illuminated indicator lights
to indicate-correct system alignment is not as effective as the use of a
single color or a blank board approach.*

However,

the use of colored stickers

to indicate the correct oomponent status or valve position is a good
operational aid, and assists the operator in rapidly assessing the status of a
system.

Because of the location of the ESF panels,

this visual check cannot

be easily performed from the operator's normal work station.
Indicator Tight failure is also a potential cause for some
confusion.

As discussed for the PWR (Section 4.1.3)', a press-to-test

capability would assist the operator in those instances.

However,

if

the

blocking procedure is followed, all cases where both indicator lights are out
as a result of maintenance action would be tagged.

• Although the uniform color approach may be more effective for status
monitoring, it could cause some difficulties when performing tests and other
routine operations.
Indicator light color no longer corresponds to a
specific component state, Hence, a green light may mean valve open in some
cases and closed in others.
This inconsistency could be a source of confusion
fcr operators when performing routine operations.
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4.2.4

4.2.4
Comparison of Monitoring Effectiveness and Component Importance

The final step in the ESF status monitoring system evaluation was a
comparison of the effectiveness of the m~onitoring technique utilized for each
component with its importance as presented in Table 4.7. It-can then be
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determined

if

there

cornponent

and

the

is

effectiveness.. of

relative

to other components.

relative

effectiveness

method,

It

the

is

of the monitoring

this does. not impl.y that it
discussion

attention is

in- which

it

m.onitored,

is

important to reemphasize that only the

Even thoughone technique is

following

manner

techniques

has

been

determined

in

NIo judgments have been made as to the acceptability of any one

Section 4.?..3.
approach.

between the risk si•gnificance of the-

a correspondence

presents

ineffective for status monitoring.

is

the

relatively less effective than another

results

of this

comparison.

The

Particular

given to those systems and components where there is an apparent

inconsistency between the monitoring approach and its importance.
One aspect of the status monitoring system design which leads to the
greatest inconsistencies is the lack of system level monitoring in the control
room.

Currently

individual
less

the

operator

must

component information.

efficient

and

less

the

system

status

method

Although

than

using

a

knowledge of the

single,

important

information

required

by the operator

system will perform its intended function if
The
components

status

is

component.

very

All

are all tagged

monitoring

depends

pumps and MOV's in these

used

for

almost

tags.

differentiation which can be attributed to safety is

position

effective

information,

whether

the

entirely

systems have

in the. same manner with identical

in addition to the console display,

a much

or

the

not

the

its usie is required.

approach

consistent. and

is

the

availability of the

components comprising a given system is often very important
most

from

As noted in Section 4.2.3, this is

expedient

indication of system status.

determine

BWR
on

ESF

system

the type

of

similar displays* and
The only significant

the use of annunciators

for alerting the operator of an incorrect

or outageof some pumps and MOV's.

The use of these annunciators

does not correspond well with the results of the importance calculations.
The greatest
clearly the most
the control

inconsistency

is

important component

observed

for ESWS manual

in this study.

room to indicate. the valve's -position,

There

is

valve

506,

no display in

nor .is-there any other

*Some slight differences in selector switch design, which do not significantly
affect .tatus monitoring are the only differences.
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information available ot the operator except in perhaps the maintenance log
book which would indicate valve outage or closure for maintenance activities.
Because this valve cannot be operated remotely,
a control room display was forseen,
one of the ECCS's.
the plant.

it

is likely that no need for

particularly since the component is not in

Manual valve 506 is located near other,

Although it

is

similar valves in

locked open and the shift supervisor controls the

key, the operator still has no assurance that is could be inadvertently left
closed, particularly since there is no periodic check of manual valve
positions in the plant.

It

should also be noted tht the accident sequence
is a

through which outage of this valve contributes to increased risk (TW)
slowly developing one.

It

requires many hours before core damage occurs for

a loss of decay heat removal sequence.

Hence,

if

the valve was inadvertently

left closed, there is substantial time available to discover this mistake.
The same absence of control room display was observed for manual valves
V11A and B in the HPSWS which also appear in the very important category
of Table 4.7.
Manual valves 81A and B in the LPCIS discharge linesare monitored
in the control room by position indicator lights.

Although the absence of a

control switch limits the effectiveness of this display (by requiring a
smaller tag if

taken out of service),

operator of component status.

there is still some indication to the

Position indicator lights are also the only

type of display used for LPIS control valves 46A and B.
The MOVs noted in the Very important category are all monitored by
either of the two most effective means described in Section 4.2.3.

Hence,

there is reasonable agreement between their importance and the monitoring
effectiveness.

However,

since nearly all MOVs in the ESF systems are

monitored in this manner, these components are not monitored more effectively
than many other lesser important MOVs.
As discussed in Section 4.2.1, the dominance of the TW and TC
sequences in the baseline risk assessment results in a large number of
components whose outage does not significantly affect the core melt frequency.
Among these components are many which are monitored in the most effective
manner possible.

One set of examples are the CSIS pumps,

to be of insignificant risk importance.
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which are calculated

Outage of these pumps is indicated by

a tagged control switch handle,

and indicator lights above the switch,

almost all cases an illuminated annunciator window.

and in

As discussed in Section

4.2.3, this is the most effective monitoring method utilized intie plant.
Yet the risk based importance for these pumps is calculated to be 1.0.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

5.0

As discussed in Section 2,

the main objectives of this analysis were

to develop and apply a logical basis by which an effective monitoring scheme
one

in which the

effectiveness

or an existing monitoring scheme could

foundatilon of this

form the

should

More specifically,

he judged.

these

into ascertaining whether a probabilistic risk approach

translated

or

could

commensurate

importance of' the component monitored - could be constructed

with the safety
objectives

is

of the monitoring technique

-

approach

monitoring

to status

decisions by assessing the existing monitoring schemes at two operating plants
The two main products of

using a risk based measure of component importance.

this investigation which are relevant to the objectives stated above are: (1)
the

of

delineation

probabilistic

strengths

relative

the

ranking

importance

risk. based

and

to

inherent

weaknesses

(2)

and

of components;

a
an

identification of those aspects of the existing monitoring schemes where there
are inconsistencies between component importance and monitoring effectiveness,
These two areas are presented

and thus could be improved.

and discussed

in

the subsections below.
Value of Probabilistic Risk Based Approach

5.1

in Sections

As discussed

scheme

monitoring

effective

the operator

theoretically,

2 and 3,

entails

should

two

the task of developing a truly
major

(2)

relate

practically,
the

to

information
information
response

there

operators

would

technique

absorb

retain

in which

thus

increase

(and
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vast

which

amount

of

duties

and

accident

imply that the optimum

the relative
in

a

involved

given the already high

normal

considerations

be one

to accident conditions;

constraints

and

with the operator's

These two

procedures.

monitoring

to

and

the status of components

load associated
scheme

limitations

ability

concerning

monitoring

are

(1)

be aware of the status of any component

that can affect the ability of the plant to respond
but

considerations:

operator

effectiveness
information

of the
load)

is

commensurate with the safety significance of the monitored component. This in
turn implies the need for a logical systematic way of measuring a component's
"importance".
It is the general conclusion of this analysis, with a few reservations noted below, that probabilistic risk assessment provides a valuable tool
for determining the relative importance of individual components within a large
complex system and can thereby form the basis for effective decisions related
to the status monitoring of safety related components. The probabilistic risk
model is able to provide insights into the relative importance of various components
which are not apparent from (and are sometimes obscured by) the application of
currently accepted regulatory procedures such as the use of a single failure criterion
to assess design adequacy.
An illustrative example of such insights which resulted from this analysis
involves the turbine driven pump in the Auxiliary Feedwater System of the PWR.
On the steam supply line to the turbine there are two valves in parallel: MOV 102,
a normally closed motor-operated valve which "fails as is" upon loss of electric
power, and SOV 102, a normally closed solenoid-operated valve, which "fails open"'
upon loss of electric power to the solenoid. A cursory look at the system configuration would probably lead to the conclusion that the two valves are of equal
importance and no existing regulatory procedure or guideline would differentiate
between the importance of these valves. However, the risk based approach calculates
that SOV 102 is about 15 times more important than MOV 102.

That is,

if SOV 102

were rendered inoperable, the plant would be exposed to a level of risk 15 times
higher than if MOV 102 were rendered inoperable.
The main reason for this difference in importance is because the
probabilistic model looks upon the turbine driven pump subsystem in the context
of the overall plant design and analyzes the ability of the subsystem to
perform its function under the conditions with are likely to exist when the
subsystem is called upon. One of the most important conditions under which
the turbine driven pump is required is produced by a loss of offsite power
(leading to loss of main feedwater and the need for auxiliary feedwater)
combined with a failure of the diesel generators (which precludes use of the
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two motor driven auxiliary feed pumps).

In fact,

the primary design rationale

for a turbine driven feed pump is to provide a diversity with respect to power
sources and protect against just such a blackout condition.
conditions, MOV 102 could not be opened anyway.
these conditions,

However,

under

the unavailability of SOV 102 would lead to the unavailability

of the auxiliary feedwater system and to core melt.
way,

Under these

Looked upon in a different

if M0V 102 is taken out of service, the loss of offsite power and failure

of the diesels would still have to be accompanied by failure of SOV 102 (or
other faults leading to the unavailability of the turbine pump); however,
SOV 102 is taken out of service,

if

the loss of offsite power and failure of the

diesels will lead to core melt without the need for any additional failures.
Thus,

SOV 102,

provides an additional barrier to core melt over MOV 102.

This example illustrates that each component or subsystem must be
examined in the context of the possible conditions which might exist (and the
relative likelihood of those conditions) when the component is called upon.
Those components which can still operate and must operate under such conditions
should not be intentionally rendered inoperable and this last remaining barrier
sacrificed without ensuring that the operator is aware of the situation.

The

probabilistic risk model provides a very logical systematic manner for identifying
these important components.
The reservations mentioned above with regard to the use of
probabilistic risk models are primarily concerned with the amount of
uncertainty inherent to any risk assessment of a large complex system.

There

are, of course, uncertainties associated with any proposed approach and the
fact that it

is the relative importance of the components which is of concern

does certainly lessen the impact of many of these probabilistic uncertainties.
However,

great care must be taken in applying the results of any risk

assessment to the tasks described in this report.

In all likelihood, the

underlying risk assessment was not performed with the goal of developing
status monitoring schemes.

Many conservatisms and questionable assumptions
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might be present which, although not affecting the goals of the original risk
assessors, could seriously inhibit an accurate ranking of component importance.
The most important concern relevant to the importance ranking task
involves the case where one or two sequences dominate the risk assessment. Since
an individual component's importance is obviously very sensitive to the relative
.importance of the accident sequence with which it is logically associated, overly
conservative assumptions associated with dominant sequences can artificially raise
the importance of many components. Alternatively, and perhaps more'importantly,
they can mask the importance of components not associated with these dominant
but conservative sequences.
An example of this situation arose in addressing the BWR sequence TW
(transient followed by loss of decay heat removal).
This sequence was calculated
in WASH-1400 to contribute more than half of the total core melt probability for
BWRs and almost all other sequences (except TC - the BWR ATWS sequence) had
frequencies of one or two orders of magnitude less. This obviously made many
components in the decay heat removal systems very important. Subsequent to
publication of WASH-1400, however, questions arose concerning the validity of
the dominance of this sequence (see, for example, Reference 5). While not
explicitly endorsing any specific recalculation of this sequence frequency, the
uncertainty in the quantification could not be ignored. Therefore, for this
analysis, the importance factors which were calculated for the BWR were looked
at very closely to ensure that the importance of components not associated with
decay heat removal were not obscured by the dominance of TW or that the importance
of decay heat removal components was not falsel'

magnified.

There will, of course, always be uncertainties and assumptions
associated with any risk assessment. It is also not necessary to determine
what is an appropriate level of conservatism - that will obviously be driven
by the goals of the underlying risk assessment.
However, in order to
effectively utilize these risk models for the purposes described here, the
analyst must assess whether a consistent level of conservatism exists
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throughout the model.

If some dominant sequences involve what are considered

to be overly conservative assumptions (relative to other sequences) the
calculated importance factors must be carefully interpreted in the light of
this judgment.
The fundamental conclusion which can be derived from these
observations concerning the inherent uncertainties in the underlying risk
assessment is that specific decisions should not and need not be based on a
precise quantification of importance. The value of the risk based importance
is not to produce directions such as "use monitoring technique A if the
importance is greater than X", but is to allow identification of
inconsistencies in monitoring techniques where the effectiveness of the
technique is clearly not commensurate with the importance of the component.
It must be recognized that the uncertainties in the underlying risk assessment
and the subjective nature of evaluating the effectiveness of diverse
monitoring techniques preclude precise quantification of either variable.
However, this inherent coarseness does not imply that valuable conclusions
concerning effective status monitoring schemes cannot be reached. The
uncertainties associated with the underlying risk models utilized in this
analysis were not so great to prevent very distinct groupings to be made in
bQth "risk significance" and monitoring effectiveness."
Hence, it was
possible to effectively test the hypothesis stated in Section 3.1 given these
inherent levels of uncertainty. The use of groupings does not significantly
diminish the value of the approach or the results; it is merely a recognition
of real world uncertainties and attempts should not be made to "over-quantify"
and imply a level of precision where it is not possible or necessary to do so.
In addition to the problems associated with the inherent
uncertainties in the underlying risk assessment noted above, there are two
other points which should be mentioned concerning the use of a probabilistic
risk approach in developing status monitoring schemes. The first point is
that the selected measure of risk can'significantly affect the results of the
component importance ranking.
In this analysis, the frequency of core melt
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was the selected measure of risk.

This obviously resulted in high importance

ratios for those systems which are designed to prevent core damage.
if

acute fatalities in the surrounding poputation had been chosen,

However,
this would

have elevated the importance of systems which are designed to mitigate the
consequences of a core melt (e.g. containment ESF's).
Secondly, the true value to the operator of knowing a component's
status might depend greatly upon the operator's required or possible tasks
following the initiation of an accident sequence.

If the operator is not

required or cannot perform any useful function under some accident condition,
the value of knowing the status of a pump which is required to start
under this condition is certainly diminished to some extent.

Conversely,

if

the operator has a long time to try to discover and repair a problem, the
value of effective status monitoring could be altered.
valve 506 in the BWR ESWS (Section 4.2.1).
calculated for this component.

One example is manual

An importance of 2700 was

However, outage or misposition of this valve

contributes to increased core melt frequency through the TW sequence.

Since

there are many hours before core damage would occur for this sequence,

there is

plenty of time available for discovery and repair of the problem (particularly
since this valve is readily accessable).

Of course, an effective status

monitoring system can be very valuable in rapidly locating these unknown outages,
thus providing more time to correct the situation before core damage occurs
or the system experiences an undesirable thermal transient.
Another situation not reflected in the original risk models are
those cases where operator error in responding to an event degrades system
performance,
enhanced if

It can be argued that the value of the status information is
it

involves situations where the operator could inadvertently

degrade a system's response to an accident condition if

he were unaware of

the status of a component or system which he is required or.might be expected
to operate.

These considerations could, of course,

risk model.

However, most available risk models would be expected to require

be incorporated into the

substantial revisions before these aspects of operational actions are
adequately reflected in the model,
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The specific results presented in Section 4 and summarized in the
following subsection concerning the monitoring techniques of the two operating
plants demonstrate the possibility of reaching useful conclusions given these
uncertainties and considerations.

Inconsistencies can be efficiently

identified by utilizing the approach described in this analysis which would
not be apparent by employing current design practices or regulatory
procedures.
(if

Thus, the probabilistic risk based approach is a valuable tool

used with caution) to enhance the effectiveness of status monitoring

schemes and thereby improve the level of safety of nuclear plants.
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5.2

Conclusions from Specific Plant Evaluations
A comparison of the risk based component ranking to the actual status

monitoring schemes incorporated in specific plants was performed to evaluate
the usefulness and limitatiohs of this methodology," It should be emphasized
that this assessment was not performed to judge the adequacy of ESF status
monitoring at each plant, nor was it intended to establish numerical standards
for developingand evaluating status monitoring systems. Nevertheless
some observations which resulted from these plant assessments are worthy of
mention as they illustrate the types of conclusions and information which
this approach can produce.

Furthermore,

some of the suggestions for improving
status monitoring are applicable to many operating plants, and thus are
worthy of further consideration.
The comparison of the risk based component importance with the
effectiveness of the different monitoring techniques revealed several
inconsistencies for both plants evaluated in this study. The major
inconsistency is an absence of system level status monitoring in the control
room. The operator must determine the system status by assimilating the
information from the individual console displays for the components which
comprise the system.

For experienced operators,

this process is

straightforward and simple in most cases. However, certain, less frequently
encountered conditions could occur where the operator may'not be fully aware
of the ramifications of component outages.
In addition, there are some
components which can degrade or disable a safety system, whose status are not
monitored in the control room (e.g. several manual valves). Thus, the current
approach is much less effective than a single indication of system status that
is given a priority in the hierarchy of control room status monitoring
techniques that is commensurate with its importance.
Inconsistencies between monitoring effectiveness and importance for
the various individual components were also identified in this evaluation.
These discrepancies can be attributed primarily to two general characteristics
of the control room design. First, with only a few exceptions, the status
monitoring techniques employed at both plants considered in this study are
entirely dependent upon the type of components.
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For example, all pumps in the

ESF Systems have similar control room displays; and the same administrative
and tagging procedures are used when they are taken out of service.

Hence,

the effectiveness of status monitoring for all ESF system pumps is virtually
identical at each plant.

The reason for this similarity is that the control

room design is based on other considerations in addition to safety.
Simplicity of operation,

for instance,

is a major and very important factor

which contributed to the uniformity of the present design of the control room
displays.
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With

this

uniform

approach,

some

inconsistencies

betwee.n ,the.

effectiveness of the status monitoring techni~que and the importance of various
components

are expected and were discovered

One example is
P.P,

in

the use of an annunciator,

addition

incorrect

to

the

console

risk-based

technique

importance

is

Valve Out of Position" in the

"ST

displays

position of certain valves

the monitorinq

in the analysis for each plant.
to

alert

the

operator

in the safety injection

identical

for these

calculations

indicate

differences inthe importance of these valves.

to

sysems.

the
1W1hile

valves,, the results of the
that there

are

Furthermore,

siqnificant

although they are

monitored by the most effective technique utilized in the plant, they are not
There are other MOV's in the plant whose outage

the most risk significant.

would have a greater impact on core melt frequency,

which are not monitored by

an annunciator.
The other major aspect of component status monitoring common to both
plants

is

the

manual

valves.

of

absence
This

any

control

indication

room

appears to result

from the

for

position of

the

philosophy that

capability for remote operation of these components is

not required,

since the
there is

no need to display their status in the control room and thus contribute to an
already crowded control

room.

Since. there is

no display in the control

room,

the only means by which their.status is checked is a periodic local inspection
of valve position.

This monitoring technique is

observed at the plants.
both

plants

have

However,

several

the importance calculations demonstrate that

manual

is

valve 506

in

the

which

valves

inadvertently left in the wrong position.
descrepancy

the most ineffective of those.

BWR

are

very

important

if

The most prominent example of this

ESWS.

The

risk model

calculates

increase in core melt frequency in excess of three orders of magnitude if

an
this

valve is inadvertently left closed.
Additional

(nanual

valves

and

other

discrepancy between monitoring effectiveness

and importance

Section 4.1.4 for the PWP, and 4.2.4 for the BWR.
consideration

be

given

to

improving
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the

components
It

where

there

is

a

are discussed

in

is recommended that some

monitoring

techniques

for

these

conponents.
identified

This is especially important in the case of the 4,ey manu.;tl valves
The addition of some display of their status to

for each plant..

the operator, coupled with a consistent control
for outaqes of these valves
scheme

at

individual

both

It

plants.

control

room

displays

adversely affect overall
infonrmation.

recognized,
for

improve the

however,

numerous manual

that

FSF monitoring

the

addition

valves could

operator effectiveness by overloading

For this reason,

information concerninq

significantly

would
is

room display taqqinq procedure
of

actually
him with

system level indications which incorporate the

the status of numerous individual valves could provide

the most effective means of supplying this important status information to the
operator.
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APPENDIX I
I EXAMPLE SYSTEM AND COMPONENT IMPORTANCE CALCULATIONS

I-I

This appendix
importance
systeo

to

provides a samplP calculation of system and component

illustrate

the methodology

discussed

in

Section

3.?.1.

The

selected for this example is the P'I.R Containment Spray Injection System

(CSIS).

To illustrate a specific component importance calculation,

a pump in

this system \,was selected.
The CSIS plimps take suction from the R!.JST and deliver wat•r to sprayi
he.ders

in

the

containment.

containment atniosphere is

The

dispersal

independent

Figure A.l.

water

throughout

the

intended to reduce containment pressure following

LOCA and assist in fission product-' removal.
identical,

of cold

subsystems.

The CSIS consists of two,

A simplified

As treated .in WASH-1400,

flow diagram

failure of the CSIS is

is

a

nearly

given

in

considered to be

failure to deliver water froum the RWST to the containment atmosphere at a rate
at least equivalent to the full

delivery of one of the two spray pumps.

The

following example shows how an outage of one of these pumps impacts core melt
frequency.
As outlined in Section 3.2.1,

the initial

to determine the base line core melt frequency.

step in the assessment is
This provides the necessary

standard of comparison for evaluation of the impact of component outages.
first step is
was

accomplished

sequences
Additional
all

the establishment of an overall

ESF

sequences

by

selecting

which contributed
sequences
systems

were

were

was necessary

from

the

risk model

WASH-ltOO

event

at least 1%:1to the nominal

selected

to ensure that

respresented.

all

for the PWR.
trees

all

Thle
This

accident

core melt frequency.
initiating events and

The inclusion

of these

additional

to ensure that the effects of major changes

in

ESF

unavailability would not be neglected because the affected base-line sequences
were not originally major contributions to risk.
the PWR is

comprised of 13 accident sequences.
Using the

frequency,

The resulting risk model for

F(Base),

list of sequences
was

determined

in

Table

by summing

from each sequence.

1-2

4.1,
the

a

base-line

individual

core melt

contributions

. I

ftouaP
NOW Ifs

.380
%a*

ooy

3100 bW
Ifaf,

C--)

IOVL IA

Figure A.1

CSIS Flow Diagram
(Reference 1)

~

F(flasc)
The

= F(Sequence 1) + F(Sequence 2) +

contribution

initiatinrq

event

from

each

frenuency

system fa-iluires associated
from

the

$2 C sequence

sequence

by

the

.

point

determined

small-small LOCA initiator

fs2

• + F(Sequence 13)

'was calculated
estimate

with that sequence.

is

.

(I)

by multiplying

unavailabilities

For example,

for

the
the

the contribution

by multiplying 'the- frequency

by the unavailability of the CSIS,

of

the

QCS

2IS

fs

F(S 2 C)

2

CSIS

(2)

Using the WASH-1400 data,
fs

S
2

10-3 year-1

QCSIS = 2.4 x, 103
Therefore
F(S 2 C)
In a similar manner,
were calculated.

: 2.4 x 10"6 year"I

the core melt frequencies for each sequence in Table 4.1

Their resulting sum is:
F(Base)

: 4.3 x 10.5 year-1

This no.-linal value is then' used as a basis for comparison when calculatinq the
effects of component outage.
The
core

melt

(F(SYS)

second

frequency

o- F(COIP)).

task

identified

assuming

a -given

in

Section 3.2.1 was to calculate

system or component

were

the

unavailable

This translates into solving the equation for core melt

1-4

urith the specific system or component

freu•iencyv

In determininq F(SYS)
equation

(L).

Of

for the example CSIS,

the

appears in the SC sequence.

QC

comprising

sequences

unavailability equal
1.0 is

the

to 1.0.

sustituted

risk model,

into

the CSIS only

The core melt frequency for the S2 C sequence,

assuming unavailability of the CSIP simply becomes the initiator probability
F'(S 2 C)

(10-

3 year..)
-1

(1.0)

Substituting this value in equation (I)
F(CSIS) = 1.02 x 10-3 year-I
The importance of the CSIS is then given by the ratio of F(CSIS) to F(Fase).
I(CSIS)
This ratio means that,
of core melt is
both

CSIS

both trains of the CSIS are disabled the likelihood

increased by a factor of 24.'

trains

additional

if

during

power

calculate

the

unavailabilities comprising
detail.

In general,

contributions

from hardware

of

Generally,

(QD)

importance

the risk model

common mode failures (OCM).
number

operation,

Since LCO preclude

this

value

is

outage of

a measure

of

the

risk should this LCO inadvertently be violated.
To

more

24

each

failures

(QH),

individual

(equation

components,

1) must be examined

unavailability
test

is

comprised

and maintenance

(QTiM)

the
in
of
and

Hardware failures can be grouped according to the

individual- component
only contributions

system

of

from

failures

required

single failures

to

(QS)

fail

and double

are significant contributors to the system unavailability.

1-5

the

system.
failures

For the. CSIS,

the nominal values for those contributor.s ,are

0SS .= 4.4 x 10- 77

-4
1.5 x 10

QTI.)

OM= 1.9 x 10-3

importance of a si~ngle CSIS pump,

In calculating the
tree* was evaluated

the CSIS reduced

fault
Since

using a: failure probability of 1.0 for one pump.

the outage of a sinqle pump effectively disables one train of the CSIS,
are many

single failures

in the redundant train which,-can

the

fail

there
system.

Thus the hardware contribution increases to
X 10-2
QH' = 1.8

As discussed

in Section 3.2.1, :it was assumed that LCO are not violated when

calculating

the

importance

of component

outages..

Hence,

if

the

pump

is

assumed to be out of service, there is no other maintenance contribution.

QTM'
Likewise,
is

still

:

the common mode contribution must be examined to see if

apDlicabl.e

under the .assumed condition of pump outage.

mode contribution to CSIS unavailability
of the ConsequenIce
initiation

signal

valves

both

in

included ii

Limiting Control
for

trains

the reduced

probabilities

for

each

hardware unavailability,
*

the

a

failure

the monthly

The common

comprised of a calibration error

System (CLCS).

CSIS; -and

after

is

it

test.

sensors which provide the

to

close

the

recirculation

-Both of these

events

are

fault tree as contributors to the individual

failure

train.

revised

0 HI.

Appendix II of WASH-1400,

Hence,

they contribute

through

the

Since the redundant train is out of service the

page 11-773.
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common

:;ode contribution

I onqer

appi icahl e.

unavailable,

which

hence,

the

accounts

for coupling of these events

CSIS unavailability

QCSIS'

value

thnt -one

no

w),mwIi

is

is

QCSIS

This

given

is

is

then

substituted

H'

:ý 1.8 x 10- 2

into

equation

(1)

and

a

revised

core

melt

frequency is determined.
F(CSIS pump)

5.9 x 10-5

=

The importance is then determined by

I(CSIS pump)

=

F(CSIS pump)
F(Base)

I(CSIS pump) :1.4
This means that the core melt frequency is

increased by a factor of 1.4 when a

single CSIS pump (or one CSIS train) is taken out of service.
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APPENDIX II

ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING DATA

II-i

This appendix provides a comprehensive listing of the monitori-ng
techniques for the FSF components considered in this investigation.
This
infornation is compiled in two large tables:
Table II-1 for the PWR. and Tahle
The first column of each table lists the co(iponent using
11-2 for thi BWR.
the same nuih ring scheme as WASH-1400.
A brief description of ;he com ,ponent
location or function- is provided to assist in identification of each entry in
the tahle.
1i:e importance of each component as calculated by the methodology
desci-ibed in Section 3 and illustrated in Appendix I, is given in the second
column of the tables.
The remaining two columns summarize the information
obtained duri:-ng the plant visits.
The specific monitoring technique used for
each componenT is summarized in the third column, and clarifying comments or
additional
irformation is presented in the last entry.
discussions of. the different monitoring techniques, as well
photographs, are included in Section 4.

11-2

as

More detailed
illustrative

Table I1-1

PWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING
COMPO)NFNT

TMPnRTANCF*

(nMMFNTq

MY~JTTflRTN~ TFCI-4NTOIIF5~
____

COMPONENT.._________________________________

Accumulators (ACC)
Accumulators (3)
Store water for
injection into
core.

7.2

" Annunciator on hi/low ACC pressure.
" Annunciator on hi/low ACC level.
" ACC level and pressure meters on outer
console.
" Illuminated annunciator light may also
be tagged if ACC is unavailable.

1.-

0

LCO pevent outage of more than
1 ACC at any given time.
I an ACC were taken out of
if
service, MOV 1865 (A,B, or C)
might also be closed.
This
would also be annunciated, and
presumably the MOV switch on
the console tagged.

MOV's 1865A, B, and C
N.O., upstream
of two check valves
in ACC discharge line

7.2

MOV's 1720 A, B, and C
N.C.. permit ACC
discharge -into RHR
line.

7.2

" Indicator light with control switch
on inner console. Control switch should
be'tagged if'valve out for maintenance.

* If

HCV's 1851A, B, and C
N.C., admit 'coolant
to ACC.

7.2

• Indicator light with control switch on
outer console.
Control switch should
be tagged if valve out for maintenance.

. Valve outage only impacts ACC

* Indicator light with control switch on
inner console. Control switch should be
tagged if valve out for maintenance.

* Electric power removed from
this valve.

" Annunciator if valve is closed. ("SI
Valve Out of Position".annunciator also
used-for other key valves).
this valve were left open
and RHR line depressurized,
accumulator discharge would
initiate alarm.

availability if outage affects
pressure or inventory in ACC.

* Annunciator on hi/low ACC level.
* ACC level meter on outer console.

___________________________________
*Importance is defined as the ratio of the core melt frequency with the indicated component out of service to the
nominal WASH-1400 core melt frequency.
a

j ______________________

Table I1-1 (Continued)

PWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING
COMPONENT

IIMPORTANCE*

ACC - continued
HCV's 1853A, 5, and C
N.C., admit N to ACC
to maintain poessure.

I

7.2

0

MONITORING TECHNIQUES
Indicator light with control switch, on outer
console. Control switch' should be tagged if
valve out for maintenance.

COMMENTS
[0

Valve 'outage' only impacts
ACC availability if outage
affects pressure or inventory in ACC.,

0

Valve 'outage' only impacts
ACC availability if outage
affects pressure or inven:tory in ACC.

* Annunciator on hi/low ACC pressure.
* ACC pressure meter on outer console.
HCV's 1852A, B, and C
N.C,, ACC drain valves

a Indicator light with control. switch on outer
console. Control switch should be tagged if
valve'out for maintenance.

7.2

# Annunciator on hi/low ACC level.

* ACC level, meter- on outer console.
0|.-

AMC Vent Valves (3)

lioht with control switctt .
lndicatOr
I
•
'CoCntro Witch • out be
outr• cfhsoe

tagged _.it valve-out: for maintenaice
*,Annunciator on hi/low ACC pressure.

•.2
* Annunciator on lo and lo-1o RWST level.
-Level displayed on meters on outer
console.

A

in;ACC.

* ACC pressure meter on outer Console.

High Pressure Injection
System (HPIS)
Refueling Water Storage
Tank (RWST)
Source of water for
HPIS, LPIS, and CSIS

.Valve :'outage' only impacts
YIf outage
l
AEavalajlit

* RWST from Unit 2 capable of
supplying HPIS of Unit I.
Risk analysis does not reflect
this: recent design change.
* RWST importance calculation
incorporates inipacit cf outa.ie
on LPIS and CSIS as t:ell- as
HPIS.

A

*Importance is defined as the ratio of the core melt frequency with the indicated component out of service to the
nominal WASH-1400 core melt frequency.

Table II-1(Continued)

PWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING
COMPONENT
HPIS - continued
Mganual valve =-Z.-25
N.O.,in single line
from RWST. Upstream
of LPIS junction.

_IM1PORTANCE
32

MONITORING TECHNIQUE

*
*
*

No indication in CR.
HPIS flow n~asurements would indirectly
indicate valve position.
* Local check of valve alignment performed
weekly.

b-0

Manual Valve SI-24
line
single
.N.O.,in
downfrom RWST,
stream of LPIS

30

junction.

NOV's. 11.15 B.and,

1.5

?4V'.s in Paraii
1Vifs lleading to
0ha4 .'figpump suction'66h~der."
MOV's 1267A, 1269A,
and 1270A
N.O., admiit water
from charging pump
suction header A to
individual pumps.

1.0

- No indication in CR.
HPIS flow measurements would indirectly
indicate valve position..
o Local check of valve alignment performed,
weekly.
h
. Indicator lights.with control swith"
on inner console. Control switch should
be tagged if out for maintenance.
o Indicator lights with control switch
on outer console. Control switch may be
tagged if valve is closed during pump
maintenance.

COMMENTS
Valve is key locked open.
Shift supervisor controls key.
* Valve position is checked
eidcly
periodically.
* Valve closure would also affect
Importance calculations
LPIS.
incorporate this contribtion..
. Valve is key locked. open. Shift
supervisor controls key.
Valve position .is checked periodically.

o Valve only closed when performing maintenance on charging
pump.
In this instance charging pump controls would be
tagged.

*Importance is defined as the ratio-of the core melt.frequency with the indicated component out of service to the,
nominal WASH-1400 core melt frequency.

Table II-1(Continued)

PWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING
COMPONENT

IMPORTANCE

MONITORING TECHNIQUE

*

COMMENTS

HPIS - continued

m•
.|

Charging Pumps I-CHP-lA, B and C •
Deliver water
to core during
HPIS and HPRS'
operation.

1.0

MOV's 1286A, B,and C
N.O.,
between pump
discharge and:
header leading
to BIT.

1.0

MOV 1867 A and 8 (BIT
t'liet valves)
.
,in parallel
lines between pump
discharge header
and BIT. Open on
SICS signal to diverl
flow from charging
line to BIT.

1.7

Boron Injection Tank
(BIT)
Store boric acid for
HPIS

30

*

*

Indicator lights with control switch on
inner console. Pump control switch tagged
if out for maintenance.

*

MOV's isolating pump would
closed during maintenance..
This would be evident by
indicator lights and perhaps
tags on MOV control.-

.

Importance calculation reflects contribution to HPRS.

Annunciator if pump is unavailable.

*

,

*

Indicator lights with control switch on
outer console. Control switch should be
tagged if out for maintenance. O

Valves only closed during
pump maintenance as flow
paths are used in normal
CVCS operation.

Indicator lights with control swi-tch on
inner console.
Control switch should be
tagged -if-out for mai ntenance.

. Successful operation of BIT

No direct indication; however,depending
on nature of outage,several annunciators
for BIT or boric acid system may be actuated. Also BIT inlet and outlet MOV's
would~be de-energized and tagged during
maintenance.

*

inlet valveswould also-be
indicated bY increasing BIT
pressure which is displayed
on a meter on the outer, console.

LCO preclude taking BIT out
of service when reactor is
at power.
•Risk calculation .assul-ý_'
isolation of BIT will fail
HPIS.

Imoortance is defined as the ratio of the core m.elt frequency with the indicated component
nominal WASH-1400 core melt frequency.

ou

of, erve
ot
v

C,

o

Table Il-1(Continued)

PWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING
COMPONENT

IMPORTANCE

MONITORING TECHNIQUE

*

COMMENTS

HPIS - continued
BIT Heaters (2)
Maintain temperature
in BIT.

1.6

9 No direct indication in CR.
e Annunciator on lo
BIT temperature.

Boric Acid Piping
Trace Heating Circuits
(2)
Maintain temperature in boric acid
lines which provide
inventory to BIT.

1.4

o Operability indicated by several red lights
on a side panel.
Light intensity increases,
when there is a failure in heat tracing circuit.
0 Heat tracing operability checked locally
every 8 hours.
Annunciator on heat tracing circuit trouble.

I(BIT Outlet Valves)
N.C. in parallel

1.7

*

Indicator lights on panel display monitor other non-safety
related lines as well. Hence,
operator cannot determine if
fault is in HPIS line.

inner console. Control switch should be
if valve out for maintenance,
tagged
-annunciated
IT

No indication in CR.

*

. Indicator lights with control switch on

beteen

path

monitoring system has caused
the 8 hour local check.

* Monitoring system and heat
tracing circuit...being redesig!
ed & modifiedlat time. of stud!
F
t ope on dean ould be
be
to open on demand
by hi would
BIT-pressurc

--4
.- 4"

N-MOV's .167 D and C "

* Unreliability of existing

paths between BIT
and cold leg injection header.
Manual Valves 1866
D, E, and F
N.O., in cold leg
discharge lines.

1.1

*

MOV is tack-welded in position. Welds are checked once
a year.
Special procedures are fo -

I lowed
ance.

for any valve mainLen-

I
Importance
is defined as the ratio of the core melt frequency with the indicated component out of service to t½
nominal WASH-1400 core melt frequency.

Table 1I-1 (Continued)

PWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING
COMPONENT

IMPORTANCE*

COMIMENTS

MONITORING TECHNIQUE

HPIS - continued
Charging Pump
Cooling Water Pumps
(2)
provide coolant to

1.8

* Same as for Charging Pump Cooling Water
Pumps.

" Same as for Charging Pump
Cooling Water Pumps.

May not tag switch if pump out for
console.
maintenance.

pump seals.

Charging Pump
Service Water Pumps

* Annunciator on low discharge pressure when
pump is operating, but no annunciation when
standby pump is taken out of service.

One pump must be operating
(control switch in "hand"
position) and the other in
"auto" at all times. If one
pump is down for maintenance,
the control switch is turned
to "off". LCO l.imit the alloy,
able time for maintenance.
" Importance calculation reflec
contribution to.HPRS.

0.Indicator'lights with control switch on inner

1.8

"

(2)
provide coolant to
b-s

remove heat fromintermediate seal
HX's and lube oil
.coolers.

" Some components'previously
addressed as part of HPIS
-evaluation.

High Pressure Recirculation System (HPRS)
MOV's 1863 A and B
N.C., admit water
from LPRS pump dis,charge to charging
pump suction headers.

1.6

" Indicator lights with control switch on
inner console. Switch should be tagged
if valve is out for maintenance.

MOV's 1869 A and B
N.C., admit water
*from charging pump
discharge headers
to hot leg injection
lines.

,1.6

" Indicator lights with key operated control
switch on inner console. Key controlled by
shift supervisor.

" Breaker open, hence no power
available to open valves fro.
CR. Yellow sign attached by
magnet indicates this to ope
ator (sign is very easily
displaced).

" Annunciator if valves are open ("Si Valve
'out of position. annunciator" also used for
other key valves).
*impc-tance is defined as the ratio of tnie core -,relt frecuecy v.with th.e indicated ccrpc•-•t clut, c.'.•.".
nominal WASH-1400 core melt frequency.

.. o

Table iI-1(Continued)

PWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS. MONITORING
COMPONENT

IMPORTANCE

MONITORING TECHNIQUE

*

COfiYIENTS

HPRS - continued

'.0

Valves only closed when
charging pumps are out for
maintenance.
In this instance charging pump controls
would also be tagged.

MOV's 1267 B, 1269B,
and 1270B
N.O., admit flow from
LPIS Train A to
charging pump
suction.

1.0

" Indicator lights with control switch in outer
console.
Control switch may be tagged if out
for maintenance, or if charging pumps are out
for maintenance.

MOV's 1287 A, B, and C
N.O., between
charging pump discharge and one of hot
leg injection headers.

1.0

" Indicator lights with control switch on outer * Valves only closed during
pump maintenance. In this
console. Control switch should be tagged if
instance charging pump convalve out for maintenance.
trols would also. be tagged.

MOV 1842
N.C., admits water
from charging pump
discharge header to
cold leg injection
(used to bypass BIT)

1.0

* Indicator lights with control switch on
inner console. Control switch should be
tagged if valve out for maintenance.

" Some components already
addressed as part of HPIS.

Low Pressure Injection
System (LPIS)
MOV 1862 A and B
N.O., in parallel
lines which deliver
water from RWST to
LPIS pumps.

"

2.9

* Indicator lights with control switch on
inner console. Control switch should be
tagged if valve out for maintenance.
e Annunciator if valve is closed ("SI Valve
Out of Position" annunciator also used for
other key valves).

TTt` Trtcnr
c is defined as the ratio of thec
noiiinal WASH-1400 core melt frequency.

, 1,it frequency with the

in- -t

" At the time of the WASH-1400
analysis there was only one
valve in a single line which
fed both LPIS Pumps. The
design has now been changed
to two parallel flow paths
each havinq a 1,OV.
The
imuiortance calculations are
for the current design.

,a. u, .o.
-- com-poneniL

s

,

.

.

Table II-1(Continued)

PWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING
COMPONENT
LVIS-contl nued
Manual Valves A03 & B03
N.O. in LPIS pump
suction lines downstream of MOV's
1862A and B.
LPIS Pumps
Supply water for
low pressure injection and recirculation operation.
MOV's 1864A and B
N.O. in LPIS pump
II
discharge lines.
o.

NOV 1890C

IMPORTANCE
2.9

*

MION ITORI, NG TECHNNIOUE
" No indication in CR.
" Local check of valve alignment performed
weekly.

2.9

" Indicator lights with control switch on
inner console. Control switch tagged if
pump out for maintenance.

COMMENTS
" Importance calculation reflects contribution to LPRS.

" Importance calculation reflects contribution to LPRS.

" Annunciator if. pump is unavailable.
1.2

" Indicator lights with control switch on
inner console. Control switch should be
tagged if valve out for maintenance.

3.3

*,Indicator lights with control
inner console. Power has bee,
from this valve so all lights
therefore no direct indication
position in CR.

N.O., in single
line which provides
-water to cold leg
injection header.

switch on
removed
are out, and
of valve

* Valve is tagged locally.

" LCO prohibit valve closure
during operation.
" Valve is manually operable
and near similar (though
not tagged) valves.
* Valve tested and position
checked quarterly.

MOV's 1890A and B
N.C., permit LPIS
injection into hot
legs.

*

2.9

* Indicator lights with key locked actuation switch on inner console. Power has
been removed from this valve so both
lights are out.

Importance is defined as the ratio of the core melt frequency with the indicated component out of service to the
nominal WASH-1400 core melt frequency.

4w

•

Table !I-1(Continued) -

PWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORBNG
COMPONENT

IMPORTANCE *

MONITORING TECHNIQUE

Low Pressure Recirculation System (LPRS)

COMMENTS
* Some LPRS components previously addressed as part.
of LPIS evaluations.

MOV's 1860A and B
N.C., in parallel
lines between sump
and LPIS pump suction.

2.8

* Indicator lights with control switch on
inner console. Switch should be tagged
if valve out for maintenance.

MOV's 1862 A and B
N.O., in parallel
lines which deliver
water from RWST to
LPIS pumps. Must
close when transfering to LPRS operation.

3.1

* Indicator lights with control switch on
inner console. Control switch should be
tagged if valve out for maintenance.
" Annunciator if valve is closed ('"SI valve
Out of Position" annunciator also used for
other key valvesj.

Containment Spray
Injection System
.(CSIS)
.
,
.

* See note on MOV 1862 design
change under LPIS.
" Valve position defining un-,
available state is different
for LPRS than for LPIS;
hence a separate calculation.
is performed.
" RWST already evaluated as
part of HPIS importance
calculations.

.Manual Valves V4A and B
N.O., in parallel
suction lines from
RWST.

1.4

MOV's CSIOOA and B
N.O., in parallel
suction lines from
RWST, downstream
of manual valves
V4A and B.

1.4

" No indication in CR.
* Local check of valve alignment performed
weekly.
* Indicator lights with control switch on
inner console. Control switch should be
tagged if valve out for maintenance.

ImDortance is defined as the ratio of the core melt frequency with th• indicated component out of service to the
nominal WASH-1400 core melt frequency.

Table II-1(Continued)

COMPONENT

PWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING
MONITORING TECHNIQUE

IMPORTANCE*

CSIS -continued
CSIS Pumps IA and B
Deliver water from
RWST to spray nozzles
in containment.

1.4

e Indicator lights with control switch on
inner console. Control switch should be
tagged if pump out for maintenance.
nbe
* Annunciator if pump out of service,

MOV's CSlOlA, B, C and
0
N.C., in parallel
paths downstream
of each pump discharge (A and B
are downstream of
pump A; C and D
are downstream of

1.0

*

Indicator lights with control switch on
inner console. Control switch should be
tagged if valve out for maintenance.

1.4

*

No indication in CR.

COMMENTS
*

MOV's isolating-pump would
presumably be closed during maintenance. This would
evident by indicator
lights and perhaps a tag
on the MOV control display.

pump B).

bI

Spray Headers and
Nozzles (one each
train)
.
.spray water into,
containment

*

Presumably MOV's CSlOi A
and B or C and-D would be
closed in the affected
loop if maintenance'were
required on these components. This would be evident by the indicator
lights and perh'aps a tag
on the MOV control display.

Importance is defined as the ratio of the core melt frequency with the indicated component out-of service to the
nominal WASH-1400 core melt frequency.

d-

Table II-1(Continued)

PWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING
COMPONENT

MONITORING TECHNIQUE

IMPORTANCE*

I

COMMENTS

CSIS - continued
Manual Valves
V2A and B
N.C., in test
lines returning
flow to RWST.

1.4

e No indication in CR.
e Dual verification of valve closure
after
of vl
cou
after pump test.
0 Local check of valve alignment performed
weekly.

Containment Spray
Reci rcul ation
-System (CSRS)

Blue indicator light indicates

Electric Motor
Driven Pumps
Inside Containment.

1.0

Indicator lights with control switch
on inner console Only pump control
display with a blue light. Should be
tagged if pump out for maintenance.
* Annunciator if pum out of service.

pump shaft rotation during
testing. Pump is tested "dry"i
(no water in spray lines) &
run only long enough to
verify rotation and
amperage.

Heat Exchangers
for trains with
Pumps inside conpumpsnt
tainen'

1.0

* No indication in CR.

Heat exchanger kept empty
to' avoid corrosion problems
with service water. Water
detector
on an
shell
side of
HX actuates
annunciator.

. Meters on outer console mnitor spray

temperature, cooling water flow,
and service water radiation level when
system is operational.

Spray Header and
Nozzle Assemblies
for trains with
pumps inside containment.
*

1.0

*

No indication in CR.

a
e Pressure tested at refueling.
9 Importance calculation incorporates contribution from
CHRS.

Importance is defined as the ratio of the core melt frequency with the indicated component out of service to the
no
:nal
1...ASH-,4
core melt frequency.

Table Il-l(Continued)

PWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING

COMPONENT

fIMPORTANCE*

MONITORING STATUS

-

COMM1ENTS,

CSRS - continued
MOV's RS 155A and B
N.O., in suction
lines for pumps
outside containment.

1.1

* Indicator lights with control switch on
inner console.Control switch should be
tagged if valve out for maintenance.

Electric Motor.
Driven Pumps outside containment.

1.1

* Indicator lights with control switch on
inner console. Control switch should be
tagged if pump out for maintenance.
* Annunciator if pump out of service.

-4

NOV'S RS. 156A and
B

1.1

" Indicator lights with control switch on
inner console. Control switch should be
tagged if valve out for maintenance.

1.1

" No indication in CR.

N.O., in discharge
lines for pumps
outside containment.
Heat Exchangers for
trains with pumps
outside containment.

" Meters on outer console monitor spray
temperature and cooling water flow when

" MOV's on suction and discharge line of pump out for
maintenance would presumably
be closed and thus not in
their standby positions.
" LCO precludes pump outage in
excess of 72 hours.

* Importance calculation incorporates contribution from
CHRS.

system is operational.
Spray Header and Nozzli
Assemblies for trains
with Pumps outside con
tainment.
*

1.1

" No indication in CR.

Importance is defined as the ratio of the core melt frequency with the indicated component out of service to the
nominal WIASH-1400 core melt frequency.

Table 1I-1 (Continued)

COMPONENT

PWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING
MONITORING TECHNIQUE

IMPORTANCE*

Containment Heat
Removal S stem

I-.

'I.
-J

MOV's SW 103A, B,
C and D
N.C., in parallel
lines in each of
two lines drawing
water from intake
canal. (Valves
open on CLCS HiHi signal).

1.0

MOV's SW 104A, B,
C and D
N.O., admits water
to CSRS HX's.

*

Indicator lights with control switch
on inner console. Control switch may
be tagged if valve is out for maintenance,

l.O(Valves
A and B)
1 l(Valves
Vad 0)
C

*

Indicator lights with control switch on
inner console. Control switch may be tagged
if valve is out for maintenance.

MOV's SW 105A, B,
C and 0
N.O.,
in discharge
X
line from
each HX.

l.0(Valves
A and B)
.l(Valves
(andves
C
C and 0)

*

Indicator lights with control switch on
inner console. Control switch may be tagged
if valve is out for maintenance.

Manual Valves
XVIA20, XV1B20
XV2A20, and XV2B20
N.O., vent air
at HX inlet.

l.O(Valves
IA20 and 1B20

*

No indication in CR.

COMMENTS
*

CSRS/CHRS HX's listed under
CSRS.

*

Brass covers are placed over
control switch to prevent
accidental opening of these
valves when operator means
to operate the condensate
valves which have identical
controls immediately below
the SWI03 valve controls.

1,,

l.l(Valves
2A20 and 2820

• Importance is defined as the ratio of the core melt frequency with the indicated component but of servitz tI t',e
nominal WASH-1400 core melt frequency.

Table II-.1 (Continued)

PWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING
COMPONENT
CHRS - continued
Manual Valves
XVIA21, XVlB2l
XV2A21, and XV2B21
N.O., vent air at
HX outlet.

MONITORING TECHNIQUE

IMPORTAN~CE*

COMMENTS

1.0 (Valves
* No indication in CR.
1A21 and 1621
1.1 (Valves
2A21 and'2B21

* Design changes since the completion of WASH-1400 allow
the AFWS of Unit 2,to supply
Unit 1, and provide two CST's
for each unit. AFW pump suction can be taken directly
from either a 100,000 gal.
tank (preferred) or a 110,000
gal. tank (the one present at
the time WASH-1400 was performed).
Each of these two
tanks can be replenished by a
ý300,000 gal..tank by opening
manual .val ves. This_ý additiona~l apability has hat been
included in•th e importance
calculations.

Auxiliary Feedwater
System (AFWS)

|-6

Condensate Storage
Tank (CST)
source of water
for AFWS.

1840

Manual Valves
XV168 and 183
N.D., in lines'
from CST to
electrically
driven AFW pumps.

1.7

*

*

Annunciator on lo CST level.

*

Level recorder on outer console.

0

No indication in CR.

0

Local check of valve alignment performed
Independent verification of
weekly.
position after maintenance.
I

Importance is defined as the ratio of the core melt frequency with the indicated component out of service to the
nomina! WASH-1400 core melt frequency.

e

L,

Table 1I-1 (Continued)

COMPONENT

IMPORTANCE*

PWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING

r

I

MONITORING TECHNIQUE

1

COMMENTS

AFWS - continued
Electric AFW Pumps(2)

1.7

Manual Valve XV153
N.D., in line from
CST to turbine driven
AFW pump.

16

Turbine Drive and
Turbine Driven AFW
Pump.

Manual Valves
XVl1O and 141
XV150 and 151
XV170 and 171
N.D., in parallel
paths from each
AFW pump discharge
to athe two AFW

Indicator lights with control switch. Control
switch should be tagged if pump out for maintenance.
9 Annunciator if pump is unavailable.
e No indication in CR.
*

Local check of valve alignment performed
weekly. Independent verification of positior
after maintenance.

16

*

No indication in CR.

If turbine driven pump were unavailable, MOV 102 & COV 102
would be closed with power re-v
moved (indicator lights out).,,The displays would not be
tagged.

1.0

9

No indication in.CR.

Valves only closed during pump
maintenance, in which case pump
outage would be indicated as
noted for respective pumps.
Independent verification of
correct valve position after
completion of maintenance.
Single valve closure has

-4,.

9 Local check of valve alignment performed
weekly.

negligible effect on risk.
Closure of one pair of valves
has same effect as outage cf
the associated pump.
• Importance is defined as the ratio of the core melt frequency with the indicated component out of service to the
nominal WASH-1400 core melt frequency.

Table II-1(Continued)

COMPONENT
AFvJS___1_nuc

PWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING
MONITORING TECHNIQUE

T

IMPORTAN-CE
1.0

e

,OV's
N.O., in the 6 lines
from two injection
headers to main feed
lines.

COMMENTS

Indicator lights with control switch on inner's Valves only used to isolate

console.Control switches should be tagged if
valve out for maintenance,
li nSingle

steam, generators. Independent
verification of correct valve
position after completion of
maintenance.
valve closure has
negligible effect.
o Closure of one pair which
isolates a steam generator
also has negligible impact
as adequate heat removal can
be achieved through only one
steam generator.

I-

Manual Valves (N.0.)
in the 6 lines from
the two injection
headers to the main
feed lines,

*

1.0

e

No indication in CR.

* Valves only used to isolate
steam generators.
Independent
verification of correct valve
position after completion'of
maintenance.
a Single valve closure has
negligible effec't.
e Closure of one pair which
isolate a steam generator
aslo-has negligible impact
as adequate heat removal can
be achieved through only one
steam generator.

Importance is defined as the ratio of. th.e core melt frequency with the indicated component out of service to the
nominal WASH-1400 core melt frequency.

Table 1I-1 (Continue.d)

PWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING
COMPONENT
AFWS-continued
Manual Valves (N.O.) in
Turbine Drive Steam
Supply Lines

MOV 102
N.C., admits steam
to turbine drive;
in parallel path
with SOV 102

'--0

SOV 102
N.C., admits steam
to turbine drive;
in parallel path
with MOV 102.
Diesel Generators
2: one dedicated
to Unit 1, the
other shared between
units.

IMPORTANCE*J1
1.0

-

I

No indication in CR.
S

0

Valves closed only to perform
maintenance on turbine dri,*e
and when isolating steam generator. Independent verifica•tion of correct valve position
after completion of maintenance

0•

Prior to taking a diesel out
of service, the swing diesel
is dedicated to the affected
unit. Importance calculations
assume this has been done.

*

Diesel generator panel iz on
the side of the control rooi,
tc the
on a wall perpendi cu!,r
wall with the outer console.

Local check of valve alignment performed
weekly.

Indicator lights and control switch on inner
console. Switch should be tagged if out for
maintenance.
"First Out" annunciator when diesel is taken
out of service.

1.5
•

"Auto-exercise switch" would be in exercise
position and "auto-start disabled" light
illuminated.

Energy supply breaker control switch in pullto-lock position.
* Diesel generator panel may be tagged.

*

*

o

Indicator lights and control switch on
inner console. Switch should be tagged
if out for maintenance.

1.0

16

CC'-.MMENTS

MONITORING TECHNIQUE

Importance is defined as the ratio of the core melt frequency with the indicated component out of service to trle
nominal WASH-1400 core melt frequency.

Table 11-2

BWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING

COMPONENT

COMMENTS

NONITORING TECHNIQUE

IMPORTANCE*

Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling System (RCIC)
Condensate Storage
Tank (CST)
Source of water
for RCIC and HPCI

7.0

*

Annunciator on lo CST level.

*

*
*

Meteron RCIC panel,
Chart recorder on inner console also records
CST level.

*

Water can also be'drawn from
suppression pool,lbut operator
action is required to realign
valves.Importance calculations include
impact on HPCI operation.

* CST from Unit 3 can be used to
supply Unit 2.

m4

'.

MOV's 15, 16, and 131
(15 and 16 N.6.; 131
N.C.)
in steam supply line
for turbine.

1.1

*

Indicator lights with control switch on RCIC
panel.
Control switch would be tagged if
valves are out for maintenance.

Turbine Driven Pump

1.1

*

Indicator lights with control switch on RCIC
Control switch would be tagged if
panel.
pump is out for maintenance,

* Some maintenance outages may trip an annunciation (e.g., removing power from a logic

*

Control switches for MOV's
isolating pump would also be
tagged in the event of pump

maintenance.
m

bus).

Turbine Stop Valve
ano Control Valve

1.1

*

Indicator lights on RCIC panel.
Display
would be tagged if valves are out for maintenance.

Locked-Upen-Valve
in pump suction
line.

1.1

*

No indication in CR.

*Importance is defined as the ratio of the core melt frequency with the indicated component out of service to thn
noniinal WeASH-1400 core melt frequency.

Table Il-2(Continued)

BWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING

COMPONENT

IMPORTANCE*

[1ONITORING TECHNIQUE

COMMENTS

RCIC (continued)
MOV 18
in pump suction line

1.1

" Indicator lights with control switch on RCIC

MOV 20
N.O., downstream
of flow meter in
pump discharge
line.

1.1

* Indicator lights with control switch on RCIC
panel. Control switch would be tagged if valve
out for maintenance.

MOV 21
N.C. in pump dis-

1.1

" Indicator lights with control switch on RCIC
Control switch would be tagged if valve
panel.
out for maintenance.

1.1

w WASH,1400 assumed that cool* .1panel..
Indicator lights with:control switch oniRAClCControl switch would be tagged if valve
ant lost through test line
would fail.RCIC. Plant
-out for maintenance.
operators disagree with this
assumption.

comment)

* WASH-1400 assumed that cool* Indicator lights with control switch on RCIC
ant lost through the minimum
Control switch would be tagged if valve
panel.
recirculation line would fail
out for. maintenance..
Plant operators
the RCIC.
disagree with this assumption

rharn•

1in0_ dnwn-

Control switch would be tagged if
panel.
valve is out for maintenance.

stream of test
line.

,4A

MOV-30 and MOV(RMCI)
N..., in test line
urninq fluid to

(See

MOV 27
N.C. in min. flow
bypass; returns

(See

*water to suppression
pool.
Locked-Open Valve in
Turbine Steam Discharge Line.
*

1.1

* Indicator lights with control switch on RCIC
Control switch would be tagged if valve
panel.
out for maintenance.

Importance is defined as the ratio of the core melt frequency with the indicated component out of service to the
nominal WASH-1400 core melt frequency.

Table 11-2 (Continued)

BWR ESF*COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING
COMPONENT

IMPORTANCE*

MONITORING TECHNIQUE

COMMENTS

.

RCIC (continued)
Oil Pump Supplying
,Oil to Turbine
Control Valve

1.1

*

No. indication in CR.

High Pressure
Coolant Injection
.System (HPCI)
MOV's 15 and 16
*N.O., in steam
supply line to
turbine.

*CST listed under RCIC
evaluations.
Indicator lights with control switch on HPCI
panel.
Control switch would be tagged during
valve maintenance..

1.1

NOV 1:
'1.1
f
.aW-.,tSts. steam
'o tti' .... -valve

'Indicator lights with control switch on HPCI
panel.
Control switch would be tagged during
maintenance.

Turbine
1.1
Booster Driven
Pump andisatnpupwudbeagd
High Pressure a
Pump.

* No indication in CR.
*Control switches for MOV's
Some maintenance outages may trop an annunisolating pump wouldbe tagged
ciator (e.g., removing power from a logic bus). if pump is out for maintenance.

Turbine Stop Valve
and Control Valve

1.1

e Indicator lights on HPCI.panel.
Display
would be tagged during valve maintenance.

Locked-Open Valve
-inpump suction line
'from CST.

1.1

*

No indication in CR.

• Importance is defined as, the ratio of the core melt frequency with the indicated component out of service to the
nominal WASH-1400 core melt frequency.

11

1

Table II-2(Continued)

COMPONENT

BWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING
MONITORING TECHNIQUE

IMPORTANCE'

COMMENTS

HPCI (continued)

%"
.(jQ

MOV 17
N.O., in pump
suction line from
CST.

1.1

9 Indicator lights with control switch on HPCI
panel.
Control switch would be tagged during
valve maintenance.,

MOV 20
N.O. downstream of
flowmeter in pump
discharge.

1.1

* Indicator lights with control switch on HPCI

MOV 19
N.C. downstream of
test line junction
in pump discharge.

1.1

panel.
Control switch would be tagged during
valve maintenance.

*

Indicator lights with control switch on HPCI.
panel.
Control switch would be tagged during
valve maintenance.

MOV 21, 29, and 31
N.C., in-test
lines,. RetUrn
water to-CST or
suppression pool.

1.1
(See comment)

.Indicator lights with control switch on HPCI
panel.
Control switch would be tagged during
valve-maintenance.,

*

WASH-1400 assumed that coolant lost through test-line
would fail HPCI.
Plant-operators disagree with this
assumption.

Valve in Minimum Flow
Bypass Line.
N.C.

1.1
(See comment)

*:Indicator lights with control switch on HPCI
panel.
Control switch would be tagged during
valve maintenance.

*

WASH-1400 assumed that coolant lost through minimum flow
bypass line would fail HPCI.
Plant operators disagree with
this assumption.

Locked-Open Valve
downstream of drain
pot in turbine discharge.

1.1

*

*

No indication in CR.

Importance is defined as the ratio of the core melt frequency with the indicated component out of service to the
no•!ina] WAVY-I O0 core melt freauPn.-,

Table II-2(Continued)

BWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING
COMPONENT.

IMPORTANCE*

MONITORING TECHNIQUE

COMMENTS

HPCI (continued)
Oil Pump Supplying
Oil to Turbine
Control Valves.

1.1

*

Indicator lights with control switch on HPCI
panel. Control switch would be tagged if pump
were out for maintenance.

e HPCI will not operate when
this pump is unavailable.

Indicator lights with control switch on main
steam isolation panel. Control switch would be
tagged if valve were unavailable for some
reason.

9 No maintenance performed
during plant opera~tion.
* The 5 ADS valve displays are
part of overall safety valve
display. The ADS valves are
labeled by colored tape to
distinguish them from the
other safety valves.

Automatic Depres'sbrization System (ADS)
ADS Valves (5)

1.0

*

* Annunciator if valve in open position.
I'

Low Pressure Coolant
Injection System ;(LPCI)
MOV's 13A, C, B, D
N.O., in pump suction
lines,

1.0

* Indicator lights with control switch on

RHR panel.
Control switches would be
tagged during valve maintenance,.
* Annunciator if power is removed from valvemotor

Pumps 35A,

C, B, D

Indicator lights with control switch on
• Control switches fcr MOV's
RHR panel.
Control switches would be
isolating pump would be
tagged during pump mai"nttagged during pump maintenance.
nance.
an
Some maintenance outages may trip
annunciator.
L
• Importance is defines as the ratio of the core melt frequency with the indicated component out of service to the
nominal WPSH-1400 core m,,It frequency.

:1ý

1.0

I

*

.1

L

Table II-2(Continued)

BWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING
COMPONENT
LPCI - continued
Locked-Open Valves
28A, B, C, and D
in pump discharge
lines downstream of
HIX's
MOV 20
allows flow from
all pumps to enter
either injection
leg.(See comment).

IMPORTANCE*

MONITORING TECHNIQUE

1.0

" No indication in CR.

1.0

" Indicator lights with control switch on RHR
panel. Indicator lights are both out as power
has been removed from this HOV. Control switch
would be tagged during valve maintenance.

(See comment)

* Annunciator if valve is opened.

Uo

MOV's 15A and B
N.O. in injection
legs.

9.7

" Indicator lights with control switch on
RHlR panel.
Control switch would be
tagged during valve maintenance.

MOV's 25A and B
N.C. in injection
legs.

9.7

I Indicator lights with control switch and
Control switch would be
RHR panel.
tagged during valve maintenance.

Valves 81A and B
Locked-Open in injec,
tion lines inside
containment.

9.7

Indicator lights on RHR panel.
Display
would be tagged during valve maintenance.

*

Iportance is defined as the ratio of the core relt
nominal W-ASH-1400 core melt frequency.

COMMENTS

* At the time of WASH-1400,
plant had a loop selection
logic to enable injection
from all 4 pumps to the
intact recirculation line
(in case of a recirculation
line break).
MOV 20 was key
locked open to permit flow
to either recirculation line.
This logic has how been removed and the valve is key
locked closed creating two
independent LPCI trains.

frequency with the indicated component out of service

tn the

Table 11-2 (Continued)

BWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MONITORING
COMPONENT

IMPORTANCE*

MONITORING TECHNIQUE

CoNTS

LPCI (continued)

OT

Control Valves 46A and
B
In injection lines -inside containment.

9.7

*-Indicator lights on RHR panel.
Display would
be tagged during valve maintenance.

MOV's 39A and B
N.C. in torus test
and spray lines.

9.7

" Indicator lights with control switch on RHR
panel. Control switch would be tagged during
valve maintenance.

MOV 33
.N.C. to pressure
vessel head spray

9.7

" Indicator lights with control switch on RHR
panel.
Control switch would be tagged during
valve maintenance.

MOV's 7A and C,
B and D
N.O. in pump suction lines from
,suppression pool.

1.0

" Indicator lights with control switch on CSIS
panel.
Control switch would be tagged if valve
out for maintenance.

Pumps 37A and C,'
B and D

1.0

" Indicator lights with control switch on CSIS
panel.
Control switch would be tagged if pump
out for maintenance.

Core Spray Injection
System (CSIS)

* Some maintenance outages may trip an
Locked-Open Valves
63A and C, B and' D
in pump discharce
lines.

1.0

annunciator.
o No indication in CR.

Local inspection of valve
position periodiceiVy.
Shift
n
su!iervisor contl:ols key
requi red to eoero- e vo-ve.

Imoortance is defined as the ratio of the core molt frequencv with the indicated component out of s.,'vice to the
frequ ,.c'.
2 , 1•"
""
Y -. - '"

Table II-2(Continued)

BWR ESF STATUS MONITORING
COMPONENT
CSIS - continued
MOV 11A and B
N.O. in separate injection lines
MOV 12A and B
N.C. in separate
injection lines
Locked-Open Valves V14A
and B
in separate
injection lines
inside containment

-~-1

MOV's
N;C.
that
into

26A and B
in test line
injects water
torus

Locked-Closed Valves
Vl6A and B, and V8A, B
C, and D
in lines from CST to
pump suction lines.

IIMPORTANCE *1

MONITORING TECHNIQUE

1.0

" Indicator lights with control switch on CSIS
panel.
Control switch would be tagged if
valves out for maintenance.

1.0

" Indicator lights with control switch on CSIS
panel.
Control switch would be tagged if
valves out for maintenance

1.0

" Indicator lights on CSIS panel.
Display
would be tagged if valves out for maintenance.

1.0

" Indicator lights with control switch on CSIS
panel.
Control switch would be tagged if
valves out for maintenance.

1.0

" No indication in CR

i

COt,] MNTS

* If two of these valves (e.g.,
16A and 8A or 8C) are left oper
suppression pool would be drain(
Single valve left open has no
effect.
* Valves are key locked closed.
Shift supervisor controls key.

Emergency Service
Water System (ESWS)
2700
Valve 506
Locked-Open in dis-.
charge line leading fr~m
reector building cool-i
-a

9-No indication in CR.

a1

u cn~c
,sotor c
:

reawq

'
c3,

~

fequ
1- ercy wit-h

* Only component .whose c:Jaqge
impacts ESWS avai1Yz2>lt.
Other cc7poncnts iý_',- no
nificant effect on risk.
the i nd ca ted

l:oPU

iI

Table II-2(Continued)

BWR ESF COMPONENT STATUS MiONITORING
COMPONENT

IMPORTANCE*!

MONITORING TECHNIQUE

-

I.

High Pressure Service
Water System (HPSW)

co

Only components whose outage
impacts HPSWS availability
are listed.

Pumps A,B,C,D

1.1

"

MOV's lO-89A,B,C,D
N.C. in discharge
lines of HX's for
LPRS

3.9

*
* Indicator lights with control switch on

Valves VI1A and B
N.O. downstream of
header from each
pair of HX discharge.

3.9

MOV 2486
N.O. admits water
to discharge basin
MOV 2803
'N.C. admits water
to cooling tower
if reservoir level
is low (HPSW operates
in recirc. mode).

COMMENTS

Indicator lights with control switch on
RHR panel.
Control switch would be tagged
if pump out for maintenance.
Some maintenance outages may trip an annunciatr
RHR panel. Contrul switch would be tagged
if valves out for maintenance.

34

1.1

*

No indication in CR.

* Indicator lights with control switch on
outer console (across room from ECCS panels)
Control switch would.be tagged if.valve out
for maintenance.
o' Indicator lights with control switch on
outer console (across room from ECCS panels)
Control switch would be tagged if valve out
for maintenance.

*Importance is defined as the ratio of the core melt frequency with the indicated component
out of service- -o the
nominal WASH-1400 core melt freouenrv

J.
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